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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Typically, my conversations with experts about the COVID pandemic revolve around the infection

and its treatment. Today’s interview with Dnance guru Catherine Austin Fitts will tackle the COVID

topic from a different angle.

Austin Fitts has spent decades exposing corruption and fraud, both within the banking industry and

government, and corruption and fraud are driving forces in the COVID pandemic as well.

“I had a very successful career on Wall Street, then went to Washington brie:y and was

appalled at the mortgage corruption and left,” she says. “I started my own >rm, which was

very successful, and I got caught up in litigation with the federal government.

Part of that was due to discovering what a criminal enterprise the major media was. I

decided during that period that I would stop trying to discuss anything with people through

the media. In fact, I would just answer people's questions directly. That process of just

constantly answering people's questions … turned into two businesses, one of which was

an investment advisory business, started in 2007.

I discovered that many of the >nancial problems and many of the >nancial challenges that

my clients were facing really were generated by health, including many of them from

vaccine injury and vaccine adverse events. I'm no longer an investment adviser … I don't do

individual investment advice.

But what I discovered was that it was absolutely imperative, if you wanted to help clients be

successful at building family wealth, to integrate the investment in health and wellness

with the investment in >nancial things. I would have people tell me that they put millions of

dollars in their brokerage account, but couldn't afford organic or biodynamic food.

I'm like, are you crazy? So, there was an integration that had to happen. Because of the

extraordinary expense of vaccine injury and adverse events, it got me very interested in

vaccines. I spent many years reading and studying what was going on and why the lies

were so bad.”

According to Austin Fitts, your health and personal Dnances simply cannot be separated. The two

are really like two sides of the same coin, and families who don’t learn to navigate through the lies

of the medical and Dnance industries can end up in very bad shape, both health-wise and

Dnancially.

The Injection Fraud

One of the most egregious crimes of this pandemic is the mandating of these experimental COVID

jabs while simultaneously giving the drug companies full immunity. They’re not liable for anything,

no matter how many people are injured or die. A person can be forced into taking this injection and

suffer permanent disability requiring millions of dollars of care, and the patient is responsible for all

these costs, even though they were coerced into it.

“Early on in the COVID-19 pandemic I published an article called ‘The Injection Fraud,’ ”

Austin Fitts says, “and I went through the different liability issues.

The goal of the COVID-19 forms that we've published on our website is to try and move the

liability back to where it belongs, because you're watching a shift of billions of dollars of

liability to families for health care, disability, workman's compensation, unemployment,

death and on and on. The shift of >nancial liabilities to individuals is extraordinary.

What we try to do with the COVID-19 forms is give individuals forms that they could use in

negotiation with their employers and schools to try and hold them responsible for informed

consent … Then it walks through the health care issues, the disability issues, workman

comp issues, life insurance issues …

That process started with something called the family >nancial disclosure form. We had

many subscribers who had spouses who wanted to get the injection.

It was very important for me to give people a form they could walk through with their

spouse and ensure that an adverse event impacting the spouse would not translate into

bankruptcy for the family because there are steps that people can take to protect the family

from >nancial destruction if they're foolish enough to go take one of these [shots].

So, it started with the family >nancial form, then it translated into an employer and

university form, and I have been told by subscribers that they were able to talk their

employers out of requiring [the shot] once they went through the form with them.

It's incredible, because employers and universities are just :at out lying to people, whether

it's about the adverse events and the potential risks, or about what the law is.

I dare any employer who is trying to say that they're mandating this when they're still under

emergency use authorization to produce a document from government, whether legislation,

law or regulation, that says they have a basis in law to do this. As far as I know, OSHA

[Occupational Safety and Health Administration] has not published anything yet.”

Is There Conspiracy Blackmail Going On?

While I believe many employers and school administrators are simply ignorant and have fallen

victim to the most successful propaganda campaign in modern history, Austin Fitts suspects they

know exactly what they’re doing.

“I don't think it's the propaganda,” she says. “I think they're under terrible pressure from

both the government and banks ... I think there's RICO [Racketeer In:uenced and Corrupt

Organizations Act] conspiracy blackmail going on behind the scenes.

I think they do understand it. And, I think they're being seriously threatened through the

banking system. If you look at the strongest pressure we're seeing, it's coming from the

central bankers and the >nancial side.

I've spent a lot of time with the Doctors for COVID Ethics over the last year, learning about

what those doctors and scientists know, what's in this [COVID shot] and what it does.

There’s a whole portion of the ingredients that we still don't know what they are.

And, I dare say, I believe it's connected to why the central bankers are pushing so hard. I

think these guys are really depending on the smart grid and creepy technology to help them

go to the last steps of >nancial control, which is what I think they're pushing for.”

Only One Choice Remains: Slavery or Freedom

To prevent the Dnal implementation of this planned control system, we must be ready and willing to

sacriDce in the short term. Everyone must be willing to say, "No, I will not comply, no matter what

the consequence, whether if you take away my pension, if you Dre me, if you discredit me and I can

never work again in my profession." That’s what it's going to take to keep even our most basic

freedoms.

“ If they get the passports, then I would argue, as a
practical matter, we lose our ability to stop the
Central Bank Digital Currencies. So, whatever we
do, we need to stop the passports. The passports
give them the kind of control they need of the
digital and financial transactions that then leads
into the CBDCs. ~ Catherine Austin Fitts”

As noted by Austin Fitts:

“It is slavery or freedom. If you look at what they're planning, what they're shooting for, it’s a

complete >nancial and technological control grid. That is slavery. I mean, when the World

Economic Forum says it's 2030 and you have no assets, what is it about that that's not

clear? You have no assets means you're a slave.”

According to federal statistics in the U.S., the wealth of the bottom half of the population has

increased during the pandemic due to housing inRation. “I assure you, that is a ruse,” Austin Fitts

says. With respect to liquid assets, somewhere in the neighborhood of 70% to 80% of Americans

have virtually no reserve stores of cash at all. 

“That's because what we've seen is a tremendous effort to … bankrupt the population and

the governments so that it's much easier for the central bankers to take control. That's

what I've been writing about since 1998, that this is a >nancial coup d'etat.

Now the >nancial coup d'etat is being consolidated, where the central bankers just serve

jurisdiction over the treasury and the tax money. And if they can get the passports in with

the CBDC [central bank digital currency], then it will be able to take taxes out of our

accounts and take our assets.

So, this is a real coup d'etat, and that's why if you look broadly at the population, we are the

guys who are building the prison. We have the power to stop.”

Why We Must Reject Vaccine Passports

I suspect CBDCs are the crux of this plot, and I'm a Drm believer that decentralized cryptocurrencies

like Bitcoin are a powerful alternative and important to counter the central bank control of the

Dnancial system. Austin Fitts disagrees, pointing out that all cryptocurrencies operate on systems

controlled by the existing system of governance.

“I believe that any blockchain technology under the current governance system is a danger,”

she says. “Having litigated with the Department of Justice for 11 years over >nancial

issues and money issues, I think they have the ability to exercise remarkable control over

any of them … I mean, they control the hardware, the satellites, the cables … And many

people believe the current cryptos are much more private than I believe they are.”

While government does not control private keys and decentralized elements, they still have plenty

of ways to get to the private data of targeted individuals. “I've watched lots of people get

subpoenas and have the FBI arrive at their door, and it's amazing what they will hand over and go

along with,” Austin Fitts says. In short, government’s ability to deliver on a threat when they want

something from you is profound, which makes it near-impossible to resist.

“Now, I still believe we have the power to completely turn this around,” she says. “I want to

mention one thing though, because the important thing, our danger point, is not CBDCs.

CBDCs will take them quite a while to >gure out. Our danger point is the vaccine passports.

If they get the passports, then I would argue, as a practical matter, we lose our ability to

stop the CBDCs. So, whatever we do, we need to stop the passports. The passports give

them the kind of control they need of the digital and >nancial transactions that then leads

into the CBDCs.”

Vaccine Passport Is a Ticket to Financial Enslavement

As explained by Austin Fitts, the vaccine passports create a platform for a digital transaction

system that documents and tracks all transactions. Once combined with a central bank controlled

digital currency, they will have the ability to block transactions.

If government doesn’t want you to purchase anything more than Dve miles from your home, they

have the ability to prevent you from doing so. If they don't want you buying pizzas, they have the

ability to prevent you from buying pizza.

“So, it's Step 1 to building that control grid. If you go to solari.com and click on Cash Friday

— which is a campaign we're doing to get everybody to use cash on Fridays — you’ll see a

56-second video of the general manager of the Bank of International Settlements

explaining how with CBDC, they'll have the ability to enforce all the rules they want to create

about CBDCs and your money.

It's very chilling and it communicates the control they think they're going to have when this

is over. But to get that control, >rst you need the entire passport system to come into being.

That's basically the information grid that the CBDCs can then plug into …

If you get a passport system in place that can literally stop your >nancial transactions

unless you get another booster, imagine, with CBDCs, it can stop all your transactions. It

can change the amount of money. It can take money out of your bank account. In other

words, it's no longer a currency. It's a credit that the company stores and the company

controls everything …

The passports are now. We need to stop these now. I've seen passport apps that show

people getting eight or more boosters. Who's going to worry about CBDCs if you've had two

of these injections and eight boosters? I mean, the question is, are you going to be alive at

that point? I don't know.”

What Can You Do Now?

So, how can the average person resist this diabolical plan? One strategy would be to move to a

state or country that has made vaccine passport requirements illegal. Another strategy is to simply

refuse the passport, no matter what the ramiDcations.

This goes for those who have gotten one or two COVID jabs as well. To maintain a valid passport,

you’ll have to take boosters. How many are you willing to take? How many times are you willing to

risk your health and life? At some point, you’ll have to make the same decision as everyone who is

unvaccinated — freedom or slavery.

What this means is we’ll also need to create alternate and parallel systems for everything we’ll be

denied access to if we don’t have a valid vaccine passport. This includes education, food

production, services of various kinds, health care and economy.

These parallel systems will be crucial anyway, as the U.S. entitlement programs — Social Security,

Medicare and Medicaid — look like they’ll be out of money by 2028. And, as these programs vanish,

they’ll take the drug industry down with them, as they are drug companies’ primary revenue source.

“I discovered there was a whole community of people who did RV living because they just

didn't trust any jurisdiction. They wanted the ability to get up and go, and that group has

been growing steadily.

So, my feeling is we have to say no, and we have to do whatever we can do. I went through

that decision process during the [government] litigation because I was absolutely

convinced that if I kept saying no, chances were very high I could be killed. I was poisoned

on many occasions, so I dealt with some pretty severe harassment.

All I can tell you is that saying no turned out to be the smartest thing I ever did. I'm not

saying that isn't difcult. It's exceptionally inconvenient. I went from being a very wealthy

person to having to live through periods of intense poverty. It was pretty gruesome.

But at the same time, you come out the other end and it's a great life. It's just a great life to

be free … I don't think there's any way to get to a free and inspired life other than hurtling

into it. You have to say no. And if we don't say no, we're going to be slaves. Frankly, I'd

rather be dead than take these injections. God knows what's in them.”

There Is No Legal Vaccine Mandate in the US

Recently, President Biden issued an unconstitutional presidential directive that companies with 100

employees or more are required to mandate the COVID injection for all staff members. The penalty

can go as high as $700,000 per incident.

Such stiff Dnes could quickly bankrupt all but the wealthiest companies if they don’t comply.

However, even here, there is choice, because as it stands, there is no LEGAL rule or law dictating

vaccination rules for private companies.

“This is genocide,” Austin Fitts says. “There is no OSHA temporary emergency rule. There

is no document. If I'm a company and you have no law, no regulation, no emergency

regulation — you can't legislate law by press conference, and you can't apply civil money

penalties out of thin air.

I don't know on what basis in law you can apply a civil money penalty to a violation of a

non-existent law and a non-existent rule. Now, I'm not saying you can't >nd a judge and

threaten him and scare him into going along with that. But I have to tell you, if there's

anything worth litigating, it's that.

But let's talk about whether a company can exist as a political matter. If every company in

the world is basically a captive of blackmail of the SPECTRE organization — because this is

getting very James Bond — [then] no one can represent the shareholder, because they can't

say no to organized crime.

Then we no longer have an economy. We no longer have a stock market. We no longer have

a country. We no longer have a civilization. We just have a mob, right? It's all gone.

So, to me, I can't think of anything better to litigate than whether or not we're going to have

law. If everything is just the rule of the ma>a, there will be no companies. There will be no

stock market. There will be no >nancial system. And a lot of us are going to die.

So, I think we're going to have to decide whether we want to have the rule of law or not … I

don't believe that organized crime with all its coercive force has the power to sabotage all

whilst people stand up.”

Who’s Behind It All?

As for who's behind this gigantic scheme, it’s hard to say. I believe the closest we can get the

identity of these criminals is the private shareholders of Vanguard, because Vanguard owns most

of the companies of the world. Austin Fitts believes it’s the private owners of the central banks of

the world. She explains:

“Vanguard is essentially owned by itself. So, the question is, who controls it behind the

scenes? I have an online book called ‘Dillon Read and the Aristocracy of Stock Pro>ts.’ I've

tried to publish it in hard copy three times and each time I've been threatened. The last

time, they threatened somebody in my family.

So, I've left it online. [In that book], I tell the story of how I was a partner and member of the

board of Dillon Read. At one point, I was surprised at their choice of the next president of

the >rm. [There was] a wonderful partner there whose father had run the >rm once upon a

time, so I said to him, ‘I'm surprised at the choice. He's not a ‘Nick guy’ at all.’

Nick Brady, the chairman of the >rm, had gone to the Senate for a while, which is why they

were bringing another president. And my partner said, ‘Nick didn't choose him. The

Rothschilds choose him.’ I said, ‘Wait a minute. We own the >rm. What does the

Rothschilds have to do with us?’ And he just looked at me and he rolled his eyes … and

walked off like I was the dumbest person in America.”

Austin Fitts’ nickname for the committee that runs the world is “Mr. Global.” She admits she doesn’t

fully understand how it works at the top, but she does know that the decision-making is highly

centralized, it’s most likely run by committee, and the members are the prisoners of 50 years of

secrecy.

“There is a tremendous amount of money since World War II that constantly disappears

through the >nancial system,” she says. “It's almost as though the planet is a REIT [real

estate investment trust]. I'll never forget watching the movie ‘Jupiter Ascending’ and the

princess from a faraway galaxy looks at this woman from earth and she says, ‘Earth is just

a very small part of a much bigger corporation.’

Actually, if you look at the >nancial system, that is how it works — as though everybody's

being forced to produce this dividend and it's become very dysfunctional because of the

secrecy.

Now, I have been told on several occasions — and I tend to believe it — that the people who

literally run what most people call the Deep State have tried to >gure out how they could

[increase] the transparency and they run into so many liability issues, they just give up.

If there is one solution we all need, it’s to bring tremendous transparency and reduce the

risk of the people at the top. Because I think one of the reasons they're [pushing for]

complete control is … that [they can then] manage things centrally with arti>cial

intelligence …

Complete control is: You're on a smart grid that's under 24/7 surveillance and subjects you

to all sorts of propaganda and mind control, and they have the power to literally turn off

your money if you don't behave. That can be managed with software, AI and a smart grid

[through the vaccine passport and CBDC] ...

I would describe it as a slavery system … They can literally collateralize a human being and

connect it to the banking system, and they can stop all violent revolution once they have

everybody basically digitized and on a >nancial transaction control system …

I think it's a terrible mistake. But I think they … don't know what else to do. If we're going to

get out of this, one, we need to just say no and refuse to go into the box. The other is we

need to bring transparency where we can all change. Because we do need a reset. If we

keep going the way we're going, it's not going to work.”

We Need a Reset, but Not ‘The Great Reset’

Many have pointed out that it’s a mathematical inevitability that the central bank Dnancial system

will collapse. You cannot rack up debt in perpetuity. It’s really just a matter of when. As noted by

Austin Fitts, we currently have a negative return on investment.

But the Dnancial system can certainly be re-engineered to a positive return on investment. However,

to do that, we cannot allow corporations to function above the law. She explains:

“Right now, we have a legal doctrine that says as long as they can make money, they're free

more or less to act above the law. The economy has to be subservient to the society. You

cannot let your economic life determine the rule of law. And so, we've given basically legal

immunity to the big international banks, and through them, the corporations.

The current corporate model, as it currently exists, does not work. What we're watching is

the destruction of society to keep it going, and give them complete control to keep it going.

Frankly, you cannot have a healthy economy or society when the >nancial sector is

dominant as opposed to subservient. The >nancial system should serve society and

civilization, not vice versa.”

Signs of Positive Change

There are signs of real change, however — positive change. Austin Fitts notes that, for the Drst time

in her life, she’s seeing extraordinarily talented, well-educated people who have always been

reluctant to rock the boat say they want out; they’d rather die than be enslaved by organized crime.

“I remember one really phenomenal scientist and doctor saying to me, ‘I'm ready to start a

whole new civilization.’ There’s a wave of talent and gravitas I've never seen before saying,

‘I'd rather be part of the new. I've had it with this.’

So, I see a tremendous breakout — not just pushback — of people who want to be part of

something that is civilized. They realize that corruption has reached a point where there's

no point trying to get along or be in the middle of the road or go along …

The challenge for all of us is, how can we swing our savings and our retirement savings to

>nance the creation of that new capacity? On one hand, you have students leaving school

and needing to homeschool. On the other hand, you have teachers leaving schools because

they don't want to get the injection.

We've got to create businesses and networks and websites that help us >nd each other. If

that process occurs in an entrepreneurial way, it could be very positive and very exciting.

That's what I see in the new media. But it also needs to happen in health care and in

education, and it's going to require enough people realizing that the Titanic is sinking.

There's no way back. They might as well grab some planks and start building arks.

Without integrity, there's no civilization. So, if you want to be part of something that has

integrity, you can't stay [in the old system]. I say it again, there's no middle of the road … I

say, say yes to science, say yes to integrity, say yes to law.

Every person's circumstance is different, but >nd a way to translate that yes into something

productive. Be useful. That's what I tried to do. I had a wonderful life as an investment

banker, but I woke up and I couldn't [continue] … I did billion-dollar deals. I didn't know how

to do a >nancial plan for somebody who had $25,000.

So, I started by just answering people's questions and those questions evolved into two

businesses, the Solari Report and Solari Investment Advisory Services. It took many years,

but I just tried to be useful. So, we each have to start there.

We have to ask, what skills do I have? What skills can I learn? What skills can I evolve? And

how can I serve the people around me? What can I do to be useful? And we go from there.

But you have to choose integrity and civilization or choose being a slave of organized

crime. You have to make that choice. And you know something? It's a dangerous choice. I

almost didn't make it. But as I told my old partner, I'd rather die in the wilderness than be in

the underground places with you guys.”

More Information

You can access exclusive Solari Report content by signing up as a paid subscriber on solari.com.

To get a taste of what you’ll Dnd in the Solaris Report, you can download this previous 2020 issue.

“Our goal is really to be an intelligence network and a learning network … If you look at the

guys on the other side, they spend a fortune on intelligence. So, I think it's very important

that we provide an alternative …

We publish a weekly roundup called Money & Markets, and then an interview every week.

We're constantly posting the best links to other sites, the headlines, and in the news trends

and stories section, we publish book reviews and other materials.

Then, we do these quarterly wrap-ups. Our theory is you're busy. You don't have time to

watch all the news. Our goal is, if you just read those quarterly wrap-ups, over time, you will

understand not only what's going on with current events, but the deeper themes.

I >nd if you understand things like The Great Reset or the injection fraud, if you understand

20 or 30 different primary trends deeply, you'll have a very good basis to navigate all the

propaganda and disinformation.

One of the things we try very hard to do is >lter out the disinformation because I >nd bad

information, bad intelligence is one of the great destroyers of family wealth. So, we try very

hard to >lter out disinformation and propaganda. And that's why we're always looking for

new media websites that are trustworthy. And again, thank you for what you're doing

because you're one of them.”

A service like that of the Solari Report has never been more useful, as trying to Dnd the truth

through mainstream media or Google (or other Google-driven search engines) has become virtually

impossible.

About 93% of all online searches are done through Google, which gives them near-total monopoly

over the information people see, and legacy media have barely spoken a true word over the past

two years. So, you need reliable sources that can keep you abreast of what’s really going on. Austin

Fitts says:

“The other thing is what I'm hoping to be part of is creating the best and highest possible

learning speeds, because this is a war … and nobody wins a war without great intelligence.

So, we have to help each other really jump the curve on a high learning speed and high

intelligence.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.
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The Bilderberg Group is the basis of this new SPECTRE like organisation, it was obvious years ago that this was their ultimate agenda and

Bill Gates has been extremely helpful. Look up the group and see who is on the list, otherwise known as the Davos Group. Having said

that, I actually know a few people who are part of it and they are not inherently bad. Moreover, if you revisit the Mayan and the native

North American Indian prophecies this time was forecast. There will be a very dark time, Dnancially and spiritually, from which those who

are determined will recover. And then there will be a new golden age.

This was clear even earlier than 2003 when I wrote about this sort of event occurring and that the only way to mitigate it is to change the

vibration (see David Hawkins book "Power vs Force"). As St. John says in his gospel, the opposite of FEAR, which is the primary vibration

of the world right now, is LOVE, which is the highest vibration and that of the third coming of Christ. I probably need to add that I am not

especially religious but I do believe that most of humanity is basically good. So all we can do as individuals is stay true to our principles

and most importantly work on our own and collective vibratory states to raise them to the highest possible levels. NAMASTE
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pipblanc, good points.  I think human nature and Hollywood alike (and who knows what else) have conspired to give us a

counterfeit idea of what Love actually is... not wishy-washy or sentimental, but a POWER... the Love-Power... not something you

"fall into," but as you allude to, a balanced, high-energy state requiring work to aspire towards.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pipblanc, most people are deDnitely good. I was in a serious car accident recently in which both cars were destroyed but nobody

was seriously hurt. The other driver accepted his responsibility, I did not pursue his criminal prosecution because what he did was

not intentional, his insurance agent was willing to pay for my car days later. I see this as harmony, as inherent tendency for human

cooperation.  Sadly the state obviously doesn't believe in human nature so they will have an investigation that will take 3, 4 or more

months, no commitment, even though we both have explicitly stated and signed we have no further claims against each other. No

payment until the state thinks so. In my wildest dreams, I try to imagine the world exactly as it is today but without the organized

crime that is holding us by the throat and that is when I'm feeling happy. It will happen folks, we will lay the foundation now for it to

happen soon.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, pipblanc. it seems that history brings us closer to current events. Those who were at event 201 and those who attend the

current Davos meetings are sure to connect with the Bilderberg Group. In the true history of the Bilderberg Group, Daniel Estulin's

research delves into a fascinating account of the annual gatherings of the world's most powerful people, The Bilderberg Group.

Since its Drst meeting in 1954 at the Bilderberg Hotel in the Netherlands, the Bilderberg Group has been comprised of the world's

richest prime ministers, presidents, and CEOs, all deliberating on the economic and political future of humanity. The press has

never attended these meetings, which have ramiDcations for the citizens of the world. Using methods that resemble Cold War

espionage tactics, and in several cases risking his own life, the author managed to learn what was said and made it public for the

Drst time.

Daniel Estulin, with his research, examines how the behind-the-scenes collaboration between governments, intelligence agencies,

large companies, drug tralckers and "terrorists" has lined the pockets of the elite on the one hand, while on the other it has

contributed profoundly to the destruction of sovereign nation-states.

www.eastcountymagazine.org/book-review-shadow-masters-shines-light-dar..  

eng.agromassidayu.com/bilderbergskij-klub-sostav-uchastnikov-sekreti-b..
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The Indian philosopher Jiddu Krishnamurti claimed that the opposite of love is not hate, but fear. When we believe in a cause or

Dght for something that truly fulDlls us, we Dnd ourselves with more strength to overcome dilculties. This is evidenced by people

who have achieved real feats. The German psychoanalyst Erich Fromm already explained it in his wonderful book "The Art of

Loving", and this has been corroborated by neuroscience. Human beings can increase our loving capacity by improving

self-compassion and mindfulness. It has been proven how monks who regularly train meditation have different frequencies of

alpha waves in the brain compared to other mortals. This makes them see life in a kinder way.

We must transmit freedom, we must transmit love. The "science" controlled by the companies is not really science, but a

smokescreen to pave the way of slavery. There are many great scientists, but there are also many who are willing to be hired to

prove that something is safe, effective, or does not cause illness and death. No to vaccines, no to slavery. You cannot trust the

EPA, FDA, CDC or corporate 'science' related to Big Pharma and bioweapons of disease and death.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The only comment I would add, it the misunderstanding between the person Jesus ( who made it clear his kingdom was not of this

world )and the Christ consciousness..  wher he also said " you can go and do greater works than I" Yes it all predictable..time for

the undergraduates to emerge. The rest re sit.
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Pipblanc--well said. One thing that I would like to add --a quote from a well known book. " Fear knocked on the door--faith

answered--there was no one there" Not too many believers back then

rumble.com/vmq5gu-Rashback-dec-2009-jesse-ventura-vaccines-and-depopu..
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forbiddenhealing
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Pipblanc...This is a spiritual battle fer-sure..Those locked in Plato's Cave/the ego refuse sunlight and will never know the freedom

of unconditional love in higher states of consciousness.

Gui/BigRetch...Hate is the Ripside of fear in the invisible and hellish realms of the ego. Seven deadly sins are manifestations of

ego. Ego can be recognized in others while our own must be sensed indirectly like the air.  Religions go down the same

anti-spiritual black hole of convincing the fearful that answers to their egoic death consciousness and their powers depend on an

external deity.....When in fact "The Kingdom" is within, "Ye are Gods" and You have the power of creation to "Do greater things."

Obedient "believers" already reside in "hell" and the church is all about being more obedient so Santa/God will bring you toys and

everlasting life. No one knows for sure save the enlightened and this higher consciousness is not found in the crowd or from

teachers.  To paraphrase a quote I like, "If you meet your guru on the road to enlightenment; kill him!"
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very true. The world needs to learn right now from the ancient histories of the ancient civilization, and most importantly from the

love philosophy of ancient Indian health system, AYURVEDA, Yogies. Basically to study ancient Asian philosophies, which tell us

how to deal with Bad karma, with bad in general. Where are world leaders who understand the truth and can see the truth behind

this so called pandemic ? Looks to me that there is nobody. All have sold their should to American elitist Pharmaceutical

gangsters, to Google, to the "new" META(aka Facebook).
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Call me crazy; but I can feel the fear and anger in the air. From the very beginning of this "pandemic" of fear and coercion, I knew

exactly where we were headed, having watched the "End Game" documentary (and others), over a decade ago. The allegedly

"Deadly" COLD VIRUS that is supposedly attacking us all (unless we're eating or drinking - or smoking), shouldn't even be a

concern. The covid virus is nothing more than a Weapon of Mass Distraction! The nanobot shots; on the other hand, can be

DEADLY!
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I believe that most of humanity is basically bad and that is why there was the need for the 10 commandments.  The Garden of

Eden is a story of our basic narcisstiic nature resulting in the fall.  Think about it. Leftists believe that nobody (except the

Religious) is sinful. They dont even think of such a concept.  Childrens innocence exposes our human nature.  Children may be

sweet and lovable but it is not in their inclination to share or be nice to one another unless they are educated to do so against their

natural will.  Christianity is based in the notion that man is basically sinful, not "good", and needs Christ to be born again

(unnaturally) to rid ourselves of our sinful, not good, nature.  Many not religious feel differently like you but all we have to do is look

at human history.  If man was basically good we wouldnt have had the destruction of never ending world wars.
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meehan2661, Thanks for your link, i had never watched the entire show, only several snippets shown by Alex Jones.
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Since there is no mandate law, corporations who are following suit must be receiving something from the government, as

corporations will not do anything that creates more risk if there is not something in it for them.
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Great quote meehan2661. I'm going to put that one on my frig.  Here's another great quote, because it is 100% true: "If you have to

be persuaded, reminded, pressured, lied to, incentivized, coerced, bullied, socially shamed, guilt-tripped, threatened, punished and

criminalized... If all of this is considered necessary to gain your compliance  - you can be absolutely certain that what is being

promoted is not in your best interest."
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BigRetch, love your words:  "time for the undergraduates to emerge."  As someone else said, "WE are the ones that we have been

waiting for."
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pipblanc - in brief, the Bilderberg (Davos) Group is a 'leg' of the spider, just as the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Trilateral

Commission, UN, WHO, World Economic Forum (WEF), Tavistock Institute, Chatham House, etc., are. Furthermore, other NGO's

such as many money laundering "philanthropic" organizations like the Gates Foundation, Soros' Open Societies, Carnegie

Endowment, etc.,(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_wealthiest_charitable_foundations  ), professional organizations like the BAR, etc.,

intelligence agencies, & the military industrial complex are actively engaged as adjuncts to the spider.

They are high level unelected non-governmental organizations (NGO's) that are created to 'shape' perception, policies & law around

the world and 'execute' the will & agenda of the founders of these NGO's in bringing in the New World Order (NWO), by which, is the

means to subvert & bypass all democratic "elections" & usurp the power of the people & of God.

The more obscure & secretive puppet masters (spider) are the Vatican, British Royalty, secret societies, & insurance companies

(rumble.com/vi7itd-dr.-david-martin-how-did-we-get-here.html  ). The insurance companies have set the international banking

cartel up to be the 'villian', for which, they are, however, it is the insurance companies that control economies & human life cycle.

There also appears to be another highly secretive layer that now controls the upper echelon, as well as, the layers below. The likes

of Jeffrey Epstein are believed to be operatives of this cult who's job was to compromise people in positions of power around the

globe. This layer appears to be the darkest, most ruthless satanic cult of all - the Sabbatean Frankists. In order for humanity to

survive & prosper, Christ said to "Know thyself". In doing so, one will "Know thy enemy".
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pipblanc, yes as individuals stay true to our principles.  In the meantime I have my class B RV at the ready to hit the road to a

friendlier state if California says I need a passport.  And at the age of 80 I am now enrolled in college with on line courses.  As

Catherine Austin Fitts says: "What skills do I have, what skills can I learn, what skills can I evolve, how can I serve people around

me, what can I do to be useful.  And Yes to science, Yes to integrity, and Yes to law."
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pipblanc   Our current circumstances ask us to go deep spiritually and perhaps without knowing it consciously, many who have

been doing spiritual practice for years and decades have been preparing for this. Namaste
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Gui and everyone- Keep this in mind about what is going on around the world

 www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=psalm%2037&version=KJV
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CivilizationHoax
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Most humans are basically "good" is a pretty darn vague statement. What does good even mean? Many african tribes believe that

twins are evil, so they kill one or both babies if they are twins. But "civilized" people say actually it is evil to kill twins. So who is

right? Are both good because both have good intentions? If you look up the ranking of social trust by country you will see that

most countries have social trust below 50%, so maybe that's another measure of whether most people are "good." Another thing to

consider is how we evolved. We evolved to know and trust somewhere between 50-200 people. Societies larger than that tend to

split off into separate smaller groups. I believe we have simply duped ourselves into believing it is possible to have a large society

that isn't based on criminal conspiracy at the top.

Consider the pace of compartmentalization of knowledge and expertise. Expertise is becoming exponentially deeper and more

impossible for a single human to possess. Progress has led us to this transhumanist bridge and the only way out is backwards.

Throw your computer and phone and VR headset out the window and learn how to survive in nature. That's my short term plan.

Next is to meditate and overcome the illusion of identity. Everything happens automatically due to conditions. There is nobody

actually here.
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altierokgmail.com
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Saw satanic ritual abuse survivor outside palace accuse queen elizabeth of horriDc crimes including adrenochrome and shape

shifting into a reptile!   Adrenochrome is extracting blood from children sacriDced at the height of terror which is then drunk. I saw

another woman who arranged these ceremonies say the same.  Rockefeller. the royal families our presidents all were there. Think

about that!
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Cold turkey, excellent quote, it ought to go outside every school.

Civilizationhoax & Lionel11, my experience with raising children is that early on, as soon as logic takes over instinct, they realize

that to give qualiDes them to be given, and that is as good as it gets, which is pretty good to me.
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Sorry to piggyback onto your post here, but you are the Drst on this thread and i want this seeing by like minded people so here

goes. They are trying to corrupt our minds, they believe that our minds are powerful, the power of intention is very powerful. I

believe that above statement, also thought is the creator and we are the thinkers. I believe that too. Now the 30 or so families that

own everything, who i believe may be gods living on this planet, or may be fallen angels and their children?, I think they know this

too and want that suppressing, hence all that we read if you are into spirituality etc is 'send them love', and love conquers all etc,

but if our minds really are that powerful, then couldn't we all just think something like, Well we know they are our brothers and

sisters, but i really don't want them on this planet, so it's not really negative as we don't wish them harm, but their inRuence right

now is such that they have to go home and be re-born. Again do they ever die, we don't know this for sure, but if they are gods or

fallen angels or their children, maybe they don't?

They own the media as well as everything else, so we only get to hear what they want us to hear, right? If you watch videos of

Lynne McTaggart talking about her book The power of 8 you will realise that this would be so easy to do or try if we could just get 8

people to do this as a daily intention. Maybe it's that simple, but until i can get another 7 people who believe it too, maybe things

will not change. I am always reminded of Jordan Maxwell who said that nothing will change until we make it change. We have to

realise that we too are gods, in the making at least. Who's up for giving it a try?  I read that ants can't survive if the head ant dies,

they don't know what to do and if they can't join another group of ants they all die too. It's a bit like bees and the queen bee. They

have that mindset, we just need to remove the queen bee.
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Wonderful info and def inspiring. Thank you. Each of us can and needs to use our skills to Dght this war. For example, I was trained to be

a counselor. I took many classes in abnormal psychology  throughout six years of training. Please think about the beginning of Gates’

interest in vaccines. Why would a person be interested in vaccines? Also, why do these vaccines need to be given by injection—rather

than, for example, in homeopathic doses by oral administration—or some sort of sane approach yet to be developed? Let’s focus on the

needle of a syringe in Freudian terms.

What appendage is Gates sublimating/simulating with a syringe—so that he can inject a liquid into another person? Into many people?

Why isn’t an obsession with injecting others a sexual perversion? Do mentally healthy people obsess over making sure everyone is

injected? When Dghting a war—good to consider thinking such as in the book “The Art of War.” I am a good person but lives are at stake. I

am not above confronting people, that are obsessed with the enforcement of injections on everyone, by asking if they are sublimating

sexual urges that might not have a mentally healthy origin. No one wants to be the pervert, right? Might not be so quick to publically

obsess over injecting everyone.

And Gates—granddaddy of vaccines for everyone— was a friend of Epstein’s—a well established pervert. Perverts prefer the company of

other perverts. Even the taste for young girls is similar to this injection obsession. It is a misuse of power in both situations—using

manipulative and coercive methods to force submission. Young girls are less powerful—less assertive. These pervs get their greatest

sexual kicks by forcing submission on powerless young girls—sometimes boys. So, if you want to get “vaccine” brainwashed people

wondering if their obsession with enforcing others to be injected, by submission, is a sexual perversion, you go right ahead.
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This is also Bill Gates. Filmmaker Lilian Franck has released a new exhibition revealing the WHO, Bill Gates and the global

corruption outbreak known as "public health." Titled, "TrustWHO," the Dlm exposes Gates and other globalist actors who run WHO

policy with their corrupt wealth. In Gates' case, it contributes more than $ 4.84 billion every two years, which is more than any

government in a member state. The Dlm also exposes the WHO's strong loyalty to China, which is why the bogus public health

agency helped cover up the lies of the communist regime about the true origin of the Chinese virus.

The WHO infamously partnered with social media giant Facebook to censor all skepticism about Fauci Ru vaccines. He even

issued a statement admitting that he had been in talks with Zuckerberg to "ensure that people can access reliable information

about vaccines and reduce the spread of inaccuracies."

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/new-documentary-on-who-exposes-widespread..  (Oct 4, 2021).
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To PeopleareStrange;  You have written a WONDERFUL  piece,  wonderful. Thanks be to God you are among the great thinkers

here.  Your offering I can't say enough positive and grateful words for and about.  

👌
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WALL STREET’S NEW ASSET CLASS WILL PUT NATURAL WORLD ‘UP FOR SALE’ The Rockefeller Foundation and the New York

Stock Exchange recently created a new asset class that will put not just the natural world but the processes underpinning all life,

up for sale under the guise of promoting "sustainability." However, as explained at the end of this article, even the creators of NAC

admit that the ultimate goal is to extract almost inDnite proDt from the natural processes they seek to quantify and then monetize.

One more help for the powerful elites who gather in Davos to continue the construction of the Great Resest,

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/wall-street-new-york-stock-exchang..  (10/27/ )
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Great and unique analysis of Gates!  I bet if you spread that far and wide it might give some pause before taking the shot :)
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Thank you for this excellent interview.  I love Catherine and Dr.M together, a dynamic duo .. Catherine mentions “Cash Friday”, which I

fully support.   Cash Friday, touches on our universal love for cash, ‘as king’, and is a great way trigger to some of the older

super-compliant into  waking up a little.  

Yesterday my older brother told me he lost his credit card and now he’s up in the air, as he awaits a new one.   In his weakened plastic-less

state I saw the  opening for me to plant some seeds of distrust for the digital currency path that we are being coaxed along.  I was

pleased at how receptive he was, for the Drst time he agreed and could relate to seeing that we are losing the freedom to enjoy cash.  He

agrees to keep using cash and patronizing businesses that don’t discourage paper money.  I put that in the victory column, which is short

as he also informed me cheerfully, that he going for a shingles shot, a Ru shot and a Jab booster - all in the near future.. his peer group is

obsessed with all shots.

.. I also am trying to wake him to the ills of the passport and the direction it is taking us, with the lack of privacy -  the smart toilet and

analprint notion freaked him out - apparently that’s too much information to give, even for him.. God Bless Everyone.
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I saw Catherine some time ago talking about Cash Friday and decided to adopt it.  However, as time has gone on I think that once a

week is not enough to give a strong message and now only use cash except when ordering online of course which I do only rarely.
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Good references Luvvvy, cash is much better than cryptocurrencies, an uncontrolled market for speculation and food for tyranny

and fascism. Most cryptocurrencies follow the same Ponzi scheme patterns, typically involving social media "inRuencers" drawing

lemmings to "get rich quick" before eventually driving them straight off the cliff. "It's the most aggressive capitalism we've seen

and it's global," says Nic Carter, a prominent crypto voice on Twitter. "It is 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and it is not fully regulated."

www.zerohedge.com/crypto/its-global-its-247-and-its-completely-unregul..  

Black Friday is also a good day for small businesses that are suffering a great economic crisis. Deals can help low-income families

with essential items, which also makes shopping has never been easier. Offers and discounts are found in physical locations. More

and more sellers are joining this trend and Black Friday is an opportunity that marks the beginning of the Christmas Campaign.
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Luvvy, It's worrying. I see my (UK)  friends (all people I've known) on Facebook boasting about getting their booster shots. You

would think, with a bunch of clowns like ours running the country, that they would be asking a few questions before committing.
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Hi Beatrice, I mostly use cash too.  Remember when this all started the  banks and some retailers were demonizing cash use,

 begging us to use plastic, like using money was a “super-spreader” item - when all the while  they just wanted to take paper

currency out of circulation.. on principle I will keep using cash.  ====

dear Gui,  I don’t understand much about how the Dnancial system works — but believe that because of greed, it is probably the

most abused system globally.   And now that we can’t trust our governments, we will all have to scrutinize very carefully any future

plans they Have for the Dnancial systems. ====

 I agree Bee, I Dnd that instead of tiring of the endless ask of the corrupt governments - people are happy to comply..  the boosters

are welcome with the older people I know, because they say they want to “stay safe” but I wonder there is actually something in the

syringe that has them craving more.
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It has long been my contention that new business creation and associated job creation has to be centred upon the investment of local

community savings, as free enterprise equity capital, back into the local community economy. I reached that conclusion from my own

adventures as a small businessman and also as an individual inventor. My book, setting out my thoughts is a free PDF download: The

Road Ahead from a Grass Roots Perspective. chriscoles.com/page3.html
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Thank you very much ChrisColes. His book constitutes a great proposal for a development in support of the defense of a real

economy of community development. As you know, socioeconomic activity began to gain prominence from the 70s, a decade in

which the incompetence of traditional development policies manifested itself, thus producing a change in its orientation, going

from a development from above- bottom-up or centralized to a bottom-up or bottom-up development.

It is known nationally and internationally and as an experience of Social Economy, speciDcally, as a large network of cooperative

companies, the Mondragón Group, his Drst company was born in Guipúzcoa in 1956. However, it is necessary to delve into the

emergence of this birth to understand what led to the appearance of the Drst organization of the group.

In 1941, the priest José María Arizmendiarrieta arrived in a small town in Guipúzcoa, Arrasate-Mondragón, with around 8,000

inhabitants in that Then and he decides to act under criteria of solidarity in favor of promote and energize the social relations of

the people. The priest decides to create a Professional School, the trigger of the current University of Mondragón, to train people

who would later have a relevant role as entrepreneurs and promoters of the start of the companies of the current Mondragón

Group. Today, the group has 260 companies and 15 technology centers, in which around 75,000 people are involved.

If in this small town in Gipuzkoa actions had not been carried out to strengthen social relations and create links and ties between

the inhabitants of the territory, this cooperative business network may never have existed, or at least not at the level at which it is

currently. In the link there are other examples. ciriec.es/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/COMUN075-T15-VALIENTE-PEREZ-ok.pd..
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This link analyzes the importance of incorporating local culture into community development. The territorial development policy

has included social cohesion and comprehensive planning. Territorial approaches are best suited to the unique and complex

conditions present in rural areas. Local culture is part of this later development model. As a result, more and more attention is

being paid to the local level and "bottom-up" approaches that focus on culture, territory, local diversity and optimization of local

resources. extension.psu.edu/importance-of-incorporating-local-culture-into-commu..  

In Spain there are also other associations to promote community environments such as AlmaNatura in the reactivation of rural

environments to carry out initiatives that have a positive impact on the environment while generating environmental and economic

beneDts. The economics of meaningful companies are a new way of understanding business that is more respectful and closer to

people's real problems and how they are solved. Another economy is possible, it is real and it has lived with us for years. Some

examples-:

Auara. It is a brand of mineral water with values that do not make donations to NGOs, its commitment is to allocate 100% of the

dividends to projects for access to drinking water. Nostoc Biotech. They want to transform traditional, chemical-laden agriculture

into a more sustainable activity for all. They cure diseases in a biological way collaborating with important research centers.

Cognitive Memory Unit. Pioneering service, based on non-pharmacological therapy, for the prevention and slowing down of

cognitive deterioration and dementias, such as Alzheimer's. Its objective is to create a network of Memory Units throughout Spain
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These initiatives could combat the economic and social "collateral damage" to humanity caused by the corrupt elite has been

enhanced by the extreme measures caused by COVID-19. We are in mass unemployment, poverty, death and despair that

emanates from the Dnancial establishment, from philanthropy served from a mirage of virtues, which leads to the greatest evil. We

have an imposition of dominance that destroys family life, thoughts of freedom, impoverishes large sectors of the world

population that see inequalities increased, destroys culture, destroys a distant past where some freedoms could still be

contemplated. The goal of Dnancial elites, multi-million dollar foundations and philanthropists is the concentration of wealth, the

bankruptcy of the real economy, mass unemployment, social inequality and racism.
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We will have to build Locally & then regionally from the ground up. A way to hang onto our lands, and our ability to stand outside of this

mess is critical. Like minded people will have to pull together in a cooperative, coordinated manner to possibly connect with other similar

projects. The size and scope of what is needed is mostly beyond the usually promoted off the grid homestead, yet those are still to be

encouraged. Now more than ever it becomes obvious many of those entity's in the past who tried to break out into saner pastures were

viliDed to become 'the other,' much as anti-vaxxer's & others are being pushed into those same corners today.

To acquire large tracks of land, or to start & maintain projects because of what is being described in the above article already existing

makes it extremely dilcult to achieve. However, one could suppose all is not lost. Why? Because as Vandana Shiva describes what the

would be Masters and Overlords are trying to do in India & Africa is something while big chunks have already happened, they haven't been

able to completely pull it off there or in the States. This says positive progress can still be made.

The opposite of Love is Fear. We can turn from Fear to the Light of Love, meaning here in this place, this site there have been countless

articles with priceless information coming from so many sources and just regular people it is possible to rebuild Our Own Green New

Deal set in Foundations realizing We are One Life, all creatures great and small. It is One Light that allows us to see the many paths to

arrive to One Love, givers & Co-Creators with Creation to restore, regenerate, Living Space in balance with the Cycles of Creation.
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Very well expressed Just, we need the culture of the people to build spaces where the local economy has development and serves

the community. Ideas must be sustained by the values, knowledge and experience possessed by a culture that has survived for

years without the tyranny of the big monopolies. These values create the true rules are accepted ways of doing things and

represent guidelines for how people should behave and how they should act with others.

We need true science, whole people who project wisdom to promote the health of the planet and the living beings that inhabit it.

Our future well-being depends on our placing relationships in the prime of our collective interests. When nature is cared for, we

stay with us too. All the meaning arises from coordinated action and what we consider real and valuable depends on the well-being

that we project, with the effort of regenerative local agriculture. Relations with others and with nature must imply respect and an

order of priorities that must be based on conserving it as nature was created by God. Life on Earth is not possible because of

excessive technological advances, not because of the exploitation of underdeveloped countries, not because of the

pesticide-laden crops that want to poison us, not because of the Pharmaceutical MaDa that coexists with the globalist elites of

Davos, but because there are trees, lands and seas that allow us to oxygenate this planet and make it possible for us to breathe

and feed ourselves. The love of nature, of life, of all the creatures of the world is the only thing that gives meaning to life.
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Six simple yes/no questions to ask Congress and the Pentagon: 1. Does the SECDEF memo mandate the military to get an FDA LICENSED

vaccine and all others are voluntary?  Yes   2. Is the only currently available PDzer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine AUTHORIZED for

emergency use by FDA Letter of Authorization (LoA), under Section 564(b)(1) of the FD&C Act?  Yes   3. Is the only currently available

PDzer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine APPROVED or LICENSED by FDA Letter of Authorization (LoA), under Section 564(b)(1) of the FD&C

Act?  No

4. Is COMRNATY, the only FDA LICENSED vaccine per FDA Letter of Authorization (LoA), under Section 564(b)(1) of the FD&C Act

available in the U.S.?  No    5. Do individuals "have the option to accept or refuse the EUA product and of any consequences of refusing

administration of the product" according to the “Emergency Use Authorization of Medical Products and Related Authorities Guidance for

Industry and Other Stakeholders” HHS, January 2017 Procedural OMB Control No. 0910-0595?  Yes    6. Can the military be Dred for

refusing the only available voluntary, non-FDA-LICENSED, vaccines in the U.S. under Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)?  NO!  See the

problem…

Remember, these are legal documents with real meaning and real consequences for our military. Ask the questions and demand the

facts, not opinions from CDC, Politfact, USAToday, Newsweek or any non-legal entity. Our military deserves our support...before it's too

late… Regards, Paul Aufschlager, LTC, USA Ret.
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Hi Paul, I was going to drop this Steve Kirsch report on someone who might appreciate the ramiDcations of what he is Dnding. See

what you think! Steve Kirsch Calls for CDC’s VAERS Lead Analyst to be FIRED! 10/31/2021 - www.bitchute.com/.../yXdefZSuI2se  -

seems It only takes 1 or 2 bad eggs to poison everyone and everything.
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What was a subtle rip-off of taxes/inRation, "Affordable" Care insurance, public "education" or even the draft has become full blown

EXTORTION. Your money or your life is not a free choice; your money is your food and shelter/your life unless you are off-grid Amish

independent and that only goes so far. The govt./media maDa is so obvious, black is white and vice versa in mainstream speak...yet it's

easier to go along than stand out, be shamed, jailed or disposed of. You became dependent on a system and are now stuck on that

monopoly plantation pickin cotton and sayin, "Yes Massa."
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Yes, Randall, with submission to tyranny, freedoms diminish with each passing day. The masters of the world try to make people

feel good and responsible when they do their bidding, and in recent decades they have become increasingly obedient and

submissive. The chimera called Covid-19 has fostered and promoted the path of domination over the obedient masses, who

contemplate their destiny with resignation, highlighting the criminal spirit of the planet's leaders

We have the right to freedom of expression, the right to protest, the right to challenge government irregularities, the right to

self-defense, accountability and transparency in government, privacy, the media, bodily integrity, a government representative of

the American people. The American people are being spied on, subjected to all kinds of intrusions, misinformed, hypnotized due to

the Covid process and the path to the Great Reset. The media are an integral part of this serious problem.

EXPOSING THE COVID LIE: THE DAY WHEN PODCASTER JOE ROGAN CONFRONTED CNN’S CHIEF MEDICAL PROPAGANDIST.

Rogan's confrontation with CNN's Dr. Sanjay Gupta is surely worth seeing. Humanity needs more exposure to the truth rather than

the lies of the Mainstream Media (MSM) that saturate television networks with propaganda, especially in the West, so we

congratulate Joe Rogan, who deserves nothing but praise for face a propagandist who represents one of the worst television

networks in the world and that is CNN "

Joe Rogan did a sensational job exposing the lies of MSM. CNN is at a crossroads where its audience is collapsing in free fall. “I

still can't understand the fact that MSM, especially CNN, MSNBC, and the New York Times are still in business, but I understand

that Big Pharma, the military-industrial complex, and Washington's political establishment pay their bills to stay in business. the

air"  silentcrownews.com
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The maDa has always been in the businesses of prostitution, drugs and extortion...soothed by glowing language fraud most

remain clueless to their captivity.  You have no "rights" other than those you can seize from monopoly gangsters who control all

levels of government, media and economics through an institutionalized militarized bullshit narrative. My deepest respect go to

readers and commenters on this site who learn and freely speak truth.
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Some anti-slavery news from Fauci and Biden's medical and political tyranny. Against Fauci and BigPharma for completely

overlooking the potential beneDt of other therapies that could help treat or even prevent COVID-19. NEBRASKA AG GIVES GREEN

LIGHT: DOCTORS CAN PRESCRIBE IVERMECTIN AND HCQ FOR COVID On October 14, 2021, the Nebraska State Attorney General's

Olce issued an opinion on the “Prescription of Ivermectin or Hydroxychloroquine as Unauthorized Drugs for the Prevention or

Treatment of Covid-19”. Together with his colleagues, the AG of Nebraska, Douglas J. Peterson olcially gave the green light to

licensed physicians in Nebraska to prescribe the drugs Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine for the treatment or prevention of

COVID-19 as they deem appropriate. www.theepochtimes.com/doctors-can-prescribe-ivermectin-hydroxychloroqu..  

apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-donald-trump-business-health-n..
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I see comments about good vibrations and love.  The author of love is Jesus.  Thank you Dr Mercola for standing up in spite of all the

threats, knowingly putting even your life on the line.  Everyone in my family is committed to doing the same.
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I heard a powerful statement.  Without integrity and without laws there’s nothing!  That’s is so absolutely true.  And now look at what

they’re doing to America.  The government, the media and the public health authorities are lying to us about the most important thing we

have and that’s our health.  Old folks will tell you that without your health it doesn’t matter what you own or how much money you have in

the bank or what job you have.  None of that matters.  

The other thing they’ve done is to tell so many lies that no one knows what the truth is.  How do you move forward if you can’t rely on

anyone to tell the truth?  Theyre also throwing our Constitution and our laws out the window.  They’re not supposed to be even promoting

these experimental drugs, never mind lying about their capabilities.  None of the Covid “vaccine” manufactures claimed their drugs would

prevent infection or transmission.  The most egregious thing they’ve done is to coerce the public to taking these experimental, dangerous

drugs.  The FDA explicitly prohibits promotion and coercion is even more antithetical to the spirit of the EUA program and regulations.

 Informed consent is fundamental to the whole program.

You cannot have informed consent if your government is lying to you and not informing you honestly of the risks and beneDts.  And you

deDnitely cannot give informed consent if you are consenting under duress.  We are under attack from our own treasonous government in

cohorts with the media and the big money interests that control them both.  The same can be said of the citizens of nearly every free

Western nation.  We are in the middle of an unconventional war, whether we realize it or not and the consequences are every bit as dire as

if we were in a conventional war.  Our ways of life and freedoms and everything we own are at stake.
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Is it just me again? You can toss boatloads of philosophical thinking at this, Benson's "Power vs Force" was read years ago - whereas the

shots clearly do not work - or for long. Breakthough or breakout cases are occurring in the early adapters, the fall Ru season is upon us;

yet the innate immune system response of about half Americans have been subdued. Isn't it soon going to be obvious that those who

have been vaxxed are going to be getting sick at an ever increasing rate? Isn't this alone going to hobble hospital systems and

corporations alike; many of which have insisted on their staff having taken the shot? Looking at this from purely logical positions, in the

next few months chaos may reign supreme, as vaxxn lies and deceptions are brought out and into the light of day. What use is any

passport when the vaxxed will be passing any kind of viral infection back and forth between themselves? Wait another month, or am I

missing something here?
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Real, we can only hope. What I Dnd more disturbing is that there's no news coverage on this. Not even Fox or OAN are saying a

word about the ineffectiveness of the vaccines. Vermont should be a giant red Rag for the rest of the country. Vermont is on a 2

month record breaking "new daily cases" run. Their current "active daily cases" is 150% higher right now than it was at its highest

point between March 2020, and August 2021! Their previous 2 peaks, at 4,000 active cases a day, occurred immediately after the

rollout of the 1st and 2nd jabs (Jan and March).  

That, in itself, never gets brought up and should be making HEADLINES! It appears that you are most vulnerable to catching

Covid-19 in the 2 weeks following the jab. This would better explain why the CDC doesn't count you as "fully vaccinated" until 2

weeks after the 2nd jab. They know what I'm saying is true and it would dramatically increase (possibly double or triple) the actual

number of "breakthrough" cases being documented. If you throw out those 2 peaks that followed the jabs you see that Vermont, on

it's worst day, prior to Aug 2021 had 3,000 active cases a day. That would put Sep's and Oct's active daily cases 200% greater than

they have ever been.

The obvious question is why none of the MSM, Fox, or OAN are asking the Biden Administration WHY IS THIS HAPPENING? Why

do they not question this phenomenon that's happening? I've only heard one person on Fox come out and say she would not allow

her children to take this experimental jab and she's no doctor. She's just a cohost on Fox-N-Friends. It's very disturbing.
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Yes, the situation in winter can be saturation of hospitals due to vaccinated people and the Ru. Many people are getting vaccinated

against the Ru and between the "vaccine" of the Covid and the Ru their immune system is being severely damaged, These are the

consequences that are already being alarming: it is now being conDrmed by the Rooding of US hospital emergency rooms with

patients who were vaccinated and exhibiting extreme levels of disease in the face of common health insults. . "Emergency rooms

are now overRowing with seriously ill patients, but many do not even have COVID," NPR.org reported yesterday.

"Months of treatment delays have exacerbated chronic conditions and made symptoms worse. Doctors and nurses say the

severity of the disease varies widely and includes abdominal pain, breathing problems, blood clots, heart conditions and suicide

attempts, among others". These are all side effects of vaccines, but no one in the media will dare to report that truth. The upshot is

that emergency rooms are full of vaccine-wounded patients ... and it's not November yet. Imagine what the scene looks like in

mid-January. www.brighteon.com/0b12e476-5181-40f9-b43d-47b92e766296  (Oct 27, 2021) ~

thenewamerican.com/fauci-unvaccinated-to-blame-if-vaccinated-are-force..
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JamNjim, We just had a breakthrough/out in our olce. All got sick, except I was aware from already recovering from covid, that

this was some other respiratory illness...not anything I ever experienced, stranger than a bad Ru or pneumonia. And the local

Urgent Care said they are seeing about 32 cases of this unknown upper respiratory per day! The doctor mentioned there is far

more than covid already circulating. This is why I suspect whatever plans were being made for humanity, no way is it going to play

out according to whomever/what Mr Global bankers are making these eugenics/slavery plans. Suspect they will be in for a major

setback...just a month or so more. Bright side of the moon!! Thanks for your links Gui!
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Catherine A Fitts says Covid 19 was the next step in the "great poisoning".  Following GMOs, synthetic food, environmental toxins,

and spraying.  She says we are in a war and their strategies depend on our strategies.  They are "constantly calibrating".
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Anyone paying attention will already know that Vanguard and Blackrock own roughly 90% of anything of value in the commercial world.

This includes companies in all sectors of commerce, banking, media, healthcare etc. With this amount of inRuence it is not dilcult to see

how these two companies and more importantly the people behind them are able to inRuence politicians to do their will. If there is ever a

question about whether these people are responsible it is only necessary to understand the following.

The world economy is collapsing, supply chains are broken, deliveries are virtually non existent, people are losing their jobs and there is

no tax revenue and yet at no point has anyone from the board of these two companies said or done anything to prevent this from

happening despite the fact they have the power to do so. If they were not behind this one would reasonably suppose that what is

happening to the world economy is bad for business and since they own most of the business, bad for them also but no not a squeak. We

know who is behind these two companies. Here are half a dozen for a start:

Rothschilds, Orsini, British Royal Family, Rockefeller, DuPont, Carnegie, Bush. The likes of Bill Gates, George Soros and Clinton are just

gofers who stand in the front line and do their bidding. As Catherine says there needs to be a network of trustworthy alternative media

sources who can create solutions and Dnd a way out from under the hand of evil that oppresses the ordinary human population. As

another comment below reads “most people are deDnitely good”. This is true and there is enough combined intelligence and will to

provide an alternative narrative.  The hurdle is to create a path leading to this narrative so that enough people can follow it. To do this we

need someone with a high international media proDle who has already established trust and credibility to kick it off. There are plenty of

candidates to chose from. Any suggestions ?
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I cnnot think of anyone with a high enough proDle, but i think your contrinbution like so many here is thoughtful and valuable. Do

you have any ideas?
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I have two ideas.  They are time and patience.  They seem to be working as msm lose viewers daily and alternatives are gaining.
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The pivot which the fraud spins on is composed by useful idiots, and they are ALL local, from the little store who's blackmailed to force

you to wear a mask or the medical facilities "vaccinating" you and stupidly themselves.... They are in easy reach and easy to bring to

whatever justice is elcient.
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It has to be signiDcant as said below that medical personnel, police and DreDghters are refusing the JABS, not vaccines that target a

whole virus not spike proteins, and are prepared to lose their jobs. Slavery versus freedom, vaccination versus unemployment but health.
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Two days before anti-Green Pass protests exploded across Italy, the renowned philosopher Giorgio Agamben appeared before the Italian

Senate’s Constitutional Affairs Commission to issue a dramatic statement of opposition to the Green Pass.    Agamben pointed to a

sinister agenda behind the olcial rationale for vaccine passports: “It has been said by scientists and doctors that the Green Pass has no

medical signiDcance in itself but serves to force people to get vaccinated. Instead, I think we must say the opposite: that the vaccine is a

means of forcing people to have the Green Pass. That is, a device that allows individuals to be monitored and tracked, an unprecedented

measure.” thegrayzone.com/2021/10/19/health-wealth-digital-passports-surveillanc..
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Hi Laura, terrible story from India.  And Agamben helps us early on to understand this new pseudo-ideal of "Biosecurity." "In

Tempêtes microbiennes (Gallimard, 2013), a book published seven years ago, and certainly worth attentive rereading today,

Patrick Zylberman described the process by which health security, which had previously remained at the margins of political

calculations, was becoming an essential part of governmental and international political strategies. In question was nothing less

than the creation of a kind of “health terror” as an instrument of governing in the aftermath of what is deDned as the worst case

scenario. It was according to this logic of the worst that, back in 2005, the World Health Organization announced “two to 150

millions deaths due to the forthcoming advent of Avian bird Ru,” which suggested a political strategy that the States were still not

prepared to accept. Zylberman showed that the measures that were suggested could be separated into three points:

1) the construction – on the basis of a possible risk – of a Dctitious scenario in which the data is presented in a manner that favors

behaviors that allow governing in extreme situations; 2) the adoption of the logic of the worst as the regime of political rationality;

and 3) the complete organization of the citizenry as a body in a way that reinforces the maximum adherence to the institutions of

government, by producing a kind of superlative civic-mindedness in which the imposed obligations are presented as proofs of

altruism and the citizen [as an individual] no longer has the right to health (health safety) but must become legally obligated to
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health (biosecurity).” “Biosecurity and Politics” By Giorgio Agamben
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Here's a french version of the same, Jacques Attali: www.lexpress.fr/actualite/societe/sante/avancer-par-peur_758721.html  

www.bitchute.com/.../GX3rlpgm8T7R
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Yes, Laura, immunity passports are passports to fascism. They are passports to disease and death. They are passports to

bondage to allopathic healthcare for life. They are passports to compulsory "vaccinations". Great article by Dr. Peter McCullough.

THE VACCINE IS MORE DANGEROUS THAN COVID-19: Dr. Peter McCullough

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/the-vaccine-is-more-dangerous-th..  (October 30, 2021)

“The CDC and FDA are running the program. They are NOT the people who typically run vaccine programs! The drug companies run

vaccine programs. So when PDzer, Moderna, J&J ran their randomized trials, we didn’t have any problems! They had good safety

oversight! They had data safety monitoring boards. The did okay! I mean I have to give the drug companies an okay.

“But the drug companies are now just the suppliers of the vaccine! Our government agencies are now just running the program.

There’s no external advisory committee! There’s no data safety monitoring board! There’s no human ethics committee! NO ONE IS

WATCHING OUT FOR THIS!

“And so, the CDC and FDA pretty clearly have their marching orders. Execute this program. That the vaccine is safe and effective.

They’re giving NO REPORTS to Americans. No safety reports. We needed those once a month. They haven’t told doctors which is

the best vaccine. Which is the safest vaccine. They haven’t told us what groups are to watch out for. How to we mitigate risks.

Maybe there’s drug interactions. Maybe it’s people with prior blood clotting problems or diabetes.
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Vaccine passports have been on the EU agenda since 2018, long before covid. All here in plain sight

ec.europa.eu/health/sites/default/Dles/vaccination/docs/2019-2022_roa..
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SEM, TEM microscopy on Vaccines content: www.drrobertyoung.com/post/transmission-electron-microscopy-reveals-gr..
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lovingMom, this is more than a boatload of information. I will quote just one. "This current research study via direct analysis on the

aforementioned so-called “vaccines” by means of nano particulate technological instrumentation reveals disturbing and

life-altering information concerning the truth about the actual toxic acidic contents and their effects of these so-called "vaccines"."

My take is four fold.  1.  So-called vaccines are an instant kill for some.  2.  So-called vaccines are a slow death for some.  3.

 So-called vaccines are infertility for some.  4.  So-called vaccines are artiDcial control for some via 5G etc.
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What Fitts says is that billions of dollars of liability have been put back on the shoulders of the private citizens which should have

remained on the shoulders of big Pharma. They escaped the liability by having the laws changed such that vaccines cannot be found at

fault nor the producers of those vaccines. I point out that medical insurance companies are complicit in this move which leave them with

a very poor business plan. In other words when a person makes a claim because they have been hurt by a vaccine the insurance company

has to help Dx that person's health.  

How great it would be if the insurance companies took the side of their clients and together sued big Pharma and the government to

correct these laws. The only way to force that would be for people to be willing to abandon their insurance, and take full charge of their

health. That's what I have always done but for some reason people like to have medical insurance. They seem to be sold on the fact that

they are going to have health problems in the future and they must pay monthly for protection. It's just a MaDa scheme.

So I'm not starting the organization, but there should be an organization that helped people notify their insurance companies that they are

discontinuing Insurance because it's not really looking out for them and is in the hands of the medical MaDa. So I am just pointing this

out, because I think the medical insurance companies are letting everyone down who is paying monthly, for what? Are we really that

sickly?

People on this group for years should have been staying very healthy via diet, exercise, and supplements. So I just encourage people to

decide if part of their reset could be to abandon this phony payment system that returns very little on your money. Consider abandoning

medical insurance until they make it really serve your needs. The insurance companies could provide cheaper insurance if they didn't just

foot the bill, but became advocates for their clients.
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Yes, stoneharbor, the US health system is poorly managed, ineffective, expensive and corrupt for being an accomplice in the

management of this false pandemic. In the US, as there are federal, state and private insurance, and in all cases, the so-called

pharmacy beneDt managers are in charge of negotiating with the pharmaceutical companies the price of insurance drugs. In

addition, there are many that have been fully developed in the pharmaceutical companies from the beginning, but there are also

some that were investigated using public funds and then sold to private companies, which sharpened their proDtability.

According to an analysis by the Kaiser Family Foundation, some 27 million Americans do not have or cannot afford health

insurance, so they will generally have to pay the value of prescription drugs out of pocket.

www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2018/06/the-3-reasons-the-us-health..   Some aspects that independent rulers should

consider and not pressured by the Pharmaceutical MaDa:

1.- 45% of its total combined revenues from the pharmaceutical industry came solely from sales in the US With 4-5% of the world's

population and 33% of the population of the developed world, 45% is covered of all pharmaceutical revenue.   2.- The annual

Dnancial reports of 13 large pharmaceutical companies during the last 8 years reveal that pharmaceutical companies spend a lot

on research, but they include marketing budgets in their visits to doctors and advertising expenses. Highest drug prices in the

world, high corporate proDts and lots of TV commercials
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What is evident is that pharmaceutical companies see Covid-19 as a once-in-a-lifetime business opportunity with expensive

vaccines and treatments. For the coronavirus outbreak, we need early and preventive treatments that are effective without the

need for terrible "vaccines." We don't want companies competing for Dnancial results. We do not want misinformation to increase

the fear of Covid to ensure that people turn to the poison of vaccines. Further denounce that the US healthcare system spends

much more than other high-income countries, but is poorly served. Comparison with other countries in this document.

www.commonwealthfund.org/sites/default/Dles/documents/___media_Dles_..
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Thanks. Gui. Do you suppose medical insurance companies receive kickbacks from the pharmacology industry to help them cope

with exorbitant Total costs? I actually don't agree with Blumenthal in your citation that healthcare insurance reduces mortality. Not

the kind of healthcare insurance that is provided in the United States. It is totally absorbed in letting people get as sick and remain

as unhealthy as they feel like and just charging exorbitant fees. Now if healthcare insurance companies worked as hard on

educating their clients as to how to stay healthy without relying on insurance beneDts, then yes they could be a factor in reducing

morbidity and mortality.. As usual the whole landscape is dictated by the pharmacy industry in order to maximize their proDts. A

very sad situation across the entire world.
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Insurance companies don't have to cover injuries caused by an experimental/unlicensed vaccine.  If they determine your problems

are the result of the covid-jab they can deny payments for any medical services. They can do this based on the fact that you took

an unapproved/unlicensed drug/vaccine/therapeutic. You made the conscience decision to partake in a risky/unproven endeavor

to prevent an infection that probably would have caused fewer problems than the vaccine. Therefore, they can decline payment for

services. Sen Ron Johnson is already representing a group of vaccine injured people that have not received any insurance

payments or compensation from the government for their injuries.   Anyone considering getting the jab needs to get in writing from

their insurer that any injury from the experimental vaccines will be covered in full. Same goes for life insurance.
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JanNjim,  thank you for this most valuable information. Dr.  Mercola should produce an article on just this situation! For instance,

the most health affecting event happening in our lives in the last 18 months is something that is not getting all of the insurance

coverage that people think they should be able to continue with and are paying for and yet is being withheld for a good cause by

their insurance companies. Anyone who is vaxxed may Dnd that they must go to court to get any kind of procedures done from

now on if what you say is true, because possibly the insurance companies have an easy out, or at least will dare to go to court to

try to get out of what otherwise would have been  coverred treatment.
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Let me apply Occam's Razor to the worldwide scam. At this point, the scammers are working on setting up the injected against the

uninjected and vice versa. According to the olcial narrative, this is a "pandemic of the unvaccinated." That turns the injected on the

uninjected. In order to complete the plan, the uninjected are also supposed to be afraid of the injected. The alternative story is "spike

protein shedding." Of course, refusing to live in fear in a good start, but logically speaking, there is more.

mRNA injections date back to the early 1980s in the Soviet Union. Practical applications were halted, because there is probably no way to

stop the plague, once it's unleashed. Even the monsters, who are  running the scam would not dare to experiment with it in their right

minds. Consequently, there is a good chance that "spike protein," along with its "shedding," doesn't exist in the world; the narrative simply

sets up the uninjected against the injected.

The lethal injections (as long as one is a recipient of some of the "real stuff") contain enough graphene oxide, carcinogens, nanotech, and

poisons to kill the injected fast or over time, and there is no hurry. I personally offer myself to anyone who is injected to cough on me and

shake my hands. I Dnd it nearly unimaginable that the spike protein story is not simply a psyop geared towards turning the uninjected

against the injected or, at least, generate enough fear to paralyze further intellectual activities.
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I think you are right to say the uninfected are being turned against the infected and generating fear to paralyze further intellectual

activities.  But according to the interview above with Catherine A Fitts their strategies depend on our strategies and they are

always calibrating.  They being the ones at the top orchestrating the so called great reset this time around.
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I am not an attorney; but I often recall things. My memory served up something this morning very quickly after reading very brieRy into

the post. It concerned the shift of liability for this mess to the taxpayers. The legal argument that jumped from decades ago has to do

with intent … intent to avoid. When someone transfers ‘whatever’ to avoid taxes, liability etc. It was deemed unlawful. As I write more and

more returns. This had to do with a married couple in the state if MD who divorced every year to pay lower taxes and reap the beneDt of

single individuals. This case I am going to guess at the year; but goes back 40 to 50 years and the town where the couple lived was

Brandywine or close to it, southern MD. Now they were held liable for higher taxes because the court held them liable because the only

reason they divorced was to avoid tax.

Now this so called emergency and the bill introduced, I think it was 1984 to keep the drug companies from being liable for the mess that

they put forth; then it to is illegal also, the bill, the emergency act, the top government employee’s which is damn near all of them.

Avoidance and I am sure  bribes that are labeled campaign contribution’s to make them legal are all actions to avoid. We have all kniw

how crooked this system is; but we dit on our laurels and wait for NOVEMBER 3, 2021 … stand up and be seen. I am in a deep blue

(corrupt) state and do nit care if I am the only one standing in front of the court house. I’ll Be There! In honor of a great uncle, Lt Anthony

Finn in the American Revolution. Be the Drst to be there where ever you live, even if you stand alone.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not fear SARS-COV-2 nor COVID half as much as I fear aged and diseàed busybodies, bureaucrats, drug Barron's, billionaires, and

their aging diseased corporate bureaucratic medical systems blaming healthy 5 to 12 year olds for their medical problems.
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ghdnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

5 to 12 had no health problems until now. That innocent young 5 year old in CA who died as part of the trial’s. I believe the push for

children is to sterilize them to reduce or eliminate future growth in population. Only the elite offspring will have the ability via no

vaccine. Speaking of which, going back 50 years to the era of another brain dead leader, tricky Richard, the short version for

Richard is not allowed even though it is not referring to a man’s “    “. He had proposed a bill where only he could determine  who

would be allowed to have children. Thats one for Ripley’s ‘Believe It Or Not’ ... Good day versatile
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM
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JP Morgan, Barclays and a few other bankers just Rew to England last week, for dinner with Boris. Don’t think they came all the way over

to talk about the weather.  Catherine Austin Fitts very clear about central banks.
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What an imporatant and compelling article!!!  Just a couple of onservations: We need to understand that capitalism is the vital force that

provides humans with opportunities and beneDts as small business owner-foundes, employees or corporation stakeholders. But however

the mega-corporations need to be reined in. __Monopolies --regulated and broken up starting with Vanguard-Black Rock __Corporate

inviolability as "humans" stopped and corporations held accountable. (we also need to rein in the ambumance driving dishonest lawyers)

__Big Business Monitored for corrosive corruption and tax evasion  --Rat tax likely to be most transparent way of doing this __Small

business assisted to start-up and prosper  --WALL STREET DERAILED FROM ITS GAMING PRACTICES THAT SPAWN HUMAN MISERY

AND DESTROY      FOR THE PROFITEERING OF THE CrOOKS etc etc so many positive changes and each one that can be managed in turn

reduces harm

Also As a caveat--Big Pharma is where the MaDa and cartels have sent their children as white collar business people. Can anyone deny

the absolute degradation and catastrophe of the OxyContin debacle that has gutted America where the pharmaceutical companies

LITERALLY paid legislatures denying the sale of the product in their states to take it and get big money for local law enforcement and

supposed bankrolling of the few addictions it would cause (biggest lie of the  millennium so far as it was designed to addict and

marketed to doctors to give to children and others who then became cash cows for life--

Drst to the illicit drugs sales of heroin and uppers like meth--and then to the drugs Big Pharma sells to corrupt your cell receptors with

gooey substances that prevent opiates from gettting through--as well as your own happy chemicals and normalized biological agents ---

in order for you to be a slave  until or unless you are able to get the help that you need to get long term treatment to Dght  dual

psychological and biological dependency on chemical agent
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Thanks, great comments.  According to CAF corporate model is a complete failure and corporations cannot function above the

law.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM
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"...we must be ready and willing to sacriDce in the short term. Everyone must be willing to say, "No, I will not comply, no matter what the

consequence, whether if you take away my pension, if you Dre me, if you discredit me and I can never work again in my profession." That’s

what it's going to take to keep even our most basic freedoms".   Very few I believe can do this and most deDnitely, it is impossible without

faith in God or a higher power.  This seems scarce today.  I wonder anyway if it's too late, as in Australia we have 87% "double vaccinated",

our capital Canberra, has 93%!!! What?? People with young families and large home mortgages?  Not too dilcult to understand why they

submitted.  

We got to this point through 70 years of Neo Liberalism, beginning in 1945 at the UN Convention of Human Rights, NL's inDltrated the

proceedings, co-opting the language of human rights to promote the "right to be wealthy" as the primary human right.  This allowed the

staggering transfer of wealth from the people to the "elites". Professor Jessica White's book "The Morals of the Market".    Yes, without

integrity there is no civilisation as stated by Austin Fitts, and in this crisis, our integrity will cost almost our life it seems.  There is

however, a wonderful feeling of empowerment in maintaining one's integrity by refusing the JAB. I believe this to be a huge spiritual test,

one that most cannot meet. It is too sad.
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anlongo
Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The bankers under the guise of helping people to buy a house, trapped many in the cage by socking people in to borrow money at

very low interest rates to upgrade their houses to more expensive ones, to buy expensive cars, to buy houses that they could not

afford, many people run in serious debts  and now so many people are being coerced  to take the  jab or else they loose their jobs,

their houses,their cars etc. etc... And now the banks are going to take all back. How could people be so naive to fall in this trap, I

feel sorry for them and I hope this lesson serves others especially the young generation, they come out of the college get good

paying jobs and want right way the same things that to their family took 30 years to accomplish.
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In a War, you kill the enemy before the enemy kills you.
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ababab1
Joined On 7/28/2021 6:00:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So if she has all this info and is willing to share it with all us nobodies, why is she still alive?
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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As society collapses, will you be better off in the city or a rural area?  You may only have a volunteer Dre department in a rural area, but

nothing in a city. You may call 911 for police and get no response. In a rural area, you may have a sheriff's posse or be prepared to take

care of protecting your own family. (A note to the ignorant--women are often better shots.) If your children are already home-schooled,

there will be no disruption to their education if schools close. In a worst case scenario, you may not have doctors, but you will have

veterinarians and ranchers accustomed to doing their own veterinary work... many have degrees in animal science nowadays and do

basic veterinary surgery. Herbalists.

Just because there are no supermarkets does not mean there will not be food on farms--and from gardens, Delds, forests and rivers.

When sanitation services are gone, rural people will still have their compost piles and burn piles. They will also have septic tanks

(outhouses, if necessary) and their own water systems and heat. When their is no clothing, women will still know how to sew, quilt, knit

and crochet. (Many have stored fabric or saved fabric scraps and are accustomed to passing hand-me-downs around.) When people in

cities are housebound and have no internet, rural people will still be outdoors and have their usual games, entertainments and Christmas

trees to cut.

When there is no sugar in cities, rural areas will still have honey or maple syrup. When there is no gas, rural people will still have horses

and mules. When supply chains dry up, rural people will have tools, know how to repair stuff and make stuff. When TSHTF, rural people

will be accustomed to hard work and the changing of the seasons, unlike fat couch potatoes where city children need do little more than

mow a lawn or take out the garbage. In cities, social services will get drastically cut. In rural areas, you already have long-established

networks and traditions for helping neighbors.
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Almond
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If you live in a rural area, make sure you have taken Dre safety precautions.  Keep large trees far away from buildings.  Use French

drains instead of gutters that clog with tinder.  Have water holding tanks with gravity Row (power outages)--esp. if local Dre trucks

do not have pumps to pull water from creeks/streams or need to travel far for reDlls.   Volunteer for services for your community,

whether the volunteer Dre department, ladies aid society thru your church, tutoring, garden projects, ham radio, sheriff's posse, etc.

  Teach others.  Maybe you can set up lectures and demonstrations at a local library branch, church, city hall or Dre station?  Even

someone's barn.  Esp. include medical practitioners and Drst aid responders.  Also, butchering demos, cooking, shop projects...

If you have animals, consider the pasture they graze or heirloom crops you can raise to feed them and save your seed. Plan for

food production, preservation and storage.   In other worlds, think, plan ahead and be responsible.  If you are prepared, you will not

notice sudden changes in your life that are dilcult to adapt to. Also, organize community activities... social as well as beneDts.

Maybe cider pressing all day long if someone shares a cider press.  A community garage sale day or a 'free sale' at a local church.  

 Seed swaps cold weather picnic such as a harvest festival where each person brings something they produced and exchanges

their ticket for another item... maybe their biggest squash, a jar of honey, a homemade birdhouse, a basket of jams/jellies/ pickles,

a gallon jar of sauerkraut, a box of apples, eggs, homemade sausage, etc.    A winter chili feed around a warm Dre after sledding.
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And in today’s news in Canada  This is the beginning as Unvaccinated nurses open wellness centre in Kamloops, B.C.

globalnews.ca/news/8335999/unvaccinated-nurses-wellness-centre-kamloop..  

globalnews.ca/news/8333956/here-comes-the-sun-how-a-massive-solar-stor..   More fear mongering on the people of Canada  Wonder if

this is in relation to this article www.rt.com/.../508677-china-turns-on-artiDcal-sun   Freedom for all! (that deserve it)
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every person is going to have to choose whether or not to be his or her own Atlas, and shrug. This means completely withdrawing one's

consent to comply with any or all of the statist interferences in one's life (mandates, tax-theft, etc.); withdrawing one's brains and abilities

from the completely government-surveilled "legal" above-ground economy; and going Galt.  This means joining, or developing, and living

full-time in an off-grid "underground" society with a barter/commodity (gold, silver, etc.) exchange economy.

This also means being prepared to Dght anyone to the death in rightful defense of one's legitimate individual rights to self-ownership;

personal liberty; peacefully-acquired wealth of any type and quantity; privacy; freedom of speech and conscience; keeping and bearing of

any type and quantity of Drearms and other weapons; freedom of association; freedom of non-association, including peaceful

discrimination for any reason whatsoever, be it rational or irrational; and freedom of contract.
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curtis7
Joined On 4/22/2012 10:47:17 AM
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I can appreciate what the author is pointing to and the previously unknown details. Expanding our awareness of possible Dnancial issues

ahead.. Absolutely its vitally important to restructure our entire society now more than ever. . It's somewhat daunting this business of

creating a new society while dealing with the Sixth great Die off of species, climate change, vaccine hysteria driven by Big Pharma

Corporate Criminals, possible loss of your job, your freedom, etc. Yet if one really sees it, is really clear on the unsustainable existing

paradigm, One automatically removes oneself from these destructive aspects of society..

We Dnd the sustainable once one has released the unsustainable, there is always a way. whether its Dnancial or physical Dtness or what

have you? there is always a Way..We just have to Dgure it out.. sometimes on a day by day basis.. no big deal.. it just feels good being part

of the solution... Dght the good Dght.. the wonderful products and tips found here at Dr Mercolas site are so helpful too... Thank you

Austin Fitts and Dr Mercola,  May the InDnite Unknowable Bless you both!
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backthetruckup
Joined On 7/9/2012 7:11:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is an interview that would not have happened 5 years ago.  How the world has changed.
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StarPowerVitD
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As they say, without your health nothing else matters.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No OSHA standard?    Actually, there is a so called temporary standard: (29 C.F.R. § 1910.502(a))

Ref:www.osha.gov/laws-regs/regulations/standardnumber/1910/1910.502  CFR means Congressional Federal Register, which IS law

unfortunately.
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lakabarra
Joined On 4/13/2019 8:24:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think you are wrong. Most of the common folks are pretty decent. The bad ones are those on the top. You are actually fallen for

that narrative that you, your family friends and neighbour are the bad ones! Of course, no one is perfect! But instead of

concentrating on the little Raws or your common fellow, concentrate on the crimes of those high up. You are a sinner, you spread

covid and you cause climate change so you are bad that is propaganda.
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Sgtmom
Joined On 2/26/2012 5:03:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/vogla5-a-message-to-the-tyrants.html  …and then they came for me…
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, more lies and disinformation from PDzer.  Yep, draw a line in the sand and join the worldwide event on November 3rd.
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If safety and freedom are seen as paired extremes, markers with which to gauge one’s bearings and Dnd the Row channel, then a

legitimate choice between them requires both options be authentically present. It might seem that pandemic policies have violated

balance toward the safety end of the spectrum, but if one option is not authentic, then it is only the illusion of choice and the pretense

toward balance.

When “safety” consists of ineffective or deleterious masking, unproven social distancing, a meaningless PCR test, risky mRNA vaccines,

and a parade of self-contradictory authorities with little insight into maintaining health, then “safety” no-shows and the choice collapses.

What remains is a no-brainer: would you prefer your freedoms, or not? Since no one would dare ask it in such naked terms, all we are left

with is shifty tyrants taking away freedoms. Freedom vs. Safety, The Eternal Struggle

www.minds.com/darzoum/blog/https-www-minds-com-darzoum-blog-freedom-vs..
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are taking away our freedoms through the indoctrination of fear. Remind you of anything in the last Century?
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pipblanc, the ink was already dry on the Patriot Act, and the folks behind The Project for a New American Century had their wish

list of countries ripe for invading... Ry some planes into buildings and we're good to go.
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone who doubts about this choice of values can be warned that they are not yet in a position to think on their own. This

continues to be the case, although it must be admitted that the entire population of the world is affected by this impotence. It is

that if we admit the possibility of doubt in the face of such opposition, we are admitting the validation of the "consensuses": "many

Ries cannot be wrong ..." and so on.

HEALTH OF THE SOUL "Between the man of consummate wisdom and the one who only takes advantage, there is the same

difference as between the healthy man and the one who comes out of a serious and long illness, for whom a light attack is like

health; if it is not taken care of, always It will be getting worse and relapsing into the same evil; the wise man cannot relapse, or

even fall. Because the health of the body is only for a time, and the doctor, even if he returns it, cannot keep it and is often called by

the same sick person that I had already cared for. The soul is completely cured in one go. " SENECA: Letters to Lucilio (years 62 to

65) "The Health of the Soul"
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi anmael, thanks for the Stoic Wisdom (Seneca's, and yours).
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi David and everyone. Great comments as a song to freedom. NO TO SLAVERY YES TO FREEDOM. Yes, America and the entire

world is losing freedom, it has been conquered by political and medical tyranny. These people defend freedom, they defend health,

but they are discriminated against.

Hospitals are losing a large chunk of their medical staff who resign or are Dred for refusing the vaccine. These are the nurses who

have seen what the vaccine does to patients. Being closely informed, they prefer unemployment to vaccination. That should say

something to the hospital administrators and the idiotic public, but it doesn't. The media chases away protesting nurses as people

who will fail in their duty to protect their patients and the public by getting vaccinated. Workers and services to citizens are being

dismantled, people are forced to get vaccinated, this is not freedom, it is slavery,.

The scientists and doctors who are raising the alarm are so well known that it is impossible for the CDC, FDA, NIH, AMA, and

hospital and university administrators not to know about them. Not content to ignore the evidence, they intentionally lie to us. They

lie that children are in such danger from Covid that they need to be forcibly vaccinated. They lie that unvaccinated people and

people who have recovered from Covid and have natural immunity are dangerous to everyone else and should be excluded from

school, work, restaurants, sporting events, concerts, public transportation. , travel to other countries, all to be applied for Covid

Passports. The passport itself is a crazy idea considering the 8 months of protection that Dr. Fauci assigns to the "vaccine." A

passport that must be renewed every 8 months is a bureaucratic nightmare.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The worst encounter is an authoritarian government that violates civil and constitutional rights to impose its will, and does not

count on the people. Democracy inevitably goes through the phases of demagoguery and dictatorship, since there is almost

nonexistent democratic participation where there is only room for the exercise of citizenship in the elections, although these are

decided by the media powers of the oligarchies.

The oligarchy does not understand rights and freedoms. They are the elites who see democracy as an enemy, they believe that the

people should be managed, not represented. Now it is entering the destruction of humanity, it is being commanded by the Davos

meetings. Plato wrote that the oligarchy is a government of "greedy men" who love both money and power. The oligarchs believe

that the wealth of a society should be redistributed among themselves and their allies, while the rest of society is reduced to

poverty. It seems that Plato's ideas have now been established in the Great Reset,

“Corporations should not be involved in any aspect of the democratic process. They should not be involved in education at any

level. They should not be involved in health care. They should not be involved in the administration of social services. They should

not be involved in the administration of justice. WHY? Because they are incapable of understanding and conforming to higher

human aspirations and needs. Better to leave these areas to government, and to non-proDt organizations, both of which are

administered by humans in the human interest…The corporation is sociopathic in its disregard for human goals and values; in fact

its behavior Dts the World Health Organization’s criteria for deDning the psychopath.” – Wade Rowland, author of Greed, Inc. Why

Corporations Rule the World. THE WAR ON FREEDOM: HOW TYRANNY OVERRAN THE UNITED STATES

www.globalresearch.ca/tyranny-overran-united-states-we-watching-youtub..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NAVAL PERSONNEL DECEIVED ABOUT COVID SHOTS AND IMMUNITY

lc.org/newsroom/details/092021-naval-personnel-deceived-about-covid-sh..  . The moral, ethical and spiritual values that sustain

the existence of a healthy society are being undermined by intellectual laziness, material comforts, which violate individual rights.

That is what has opened the door to the government of the dictatorship, to a market devoid of freedoms. We have great hope in

those who defend natural immunity:

‘AMPLE SCIENTIFIC DATA’: REP. HARSHBARGER INTRODUCES ‘NATURAL IMMUNITY IS REAL ACT. Representative Diana

Harshbarger (R-Tennessee) and 10 other members of the House of Representatives recently introduced the "Natural Immunity Act

is Real," a supplement to a Senate bill from Senators Mike Lee (R-Utah), Tommy Tuberville (R-Alabama), Mike Braun (R-Indiana)

and Dan Sullivan (R-Alaska). It would require federal agencies to "recognize, accept and agree to truthfully present natural

immunity related to COVID-19 in accordance with the promulgation of certain regulations." Harshbarger told NTD's "Capitol Report"

that there is much evidence that people who have recovered from the Wuhan coronavirus have protection against reinfection and

multiple studies have indicated that the natural immunity among former COVID-19 patients is strong and superior. to the

protection of COVID-19 vaccines. www.theepochtimes.com/ample-scientiDc-data-congresswoman-introduces-n..  (October 25,

2021)
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Guillermo, as you (and many others) rightly point out, these measures make little-to-no sense from a health standpoint.  The

idea of now injecting children with this mad experiment only conDrms that.  Catherine Austin Fitts and John Titus see the covid

narrative as cover for a Going Direct Reset: The “Going Direct” Reset: The Pandemic is a Monetary Event

childrenshealthdefense.eu/eu-issues/john-titus-the-going-direct-reset-..
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a societal trend that perhaps has been slowly introduced and accepted by policies perhaps pushed by liability concerns.  It

is dangerous and the basis for bad decisions.  It is "err on the side of caution."  The very Drst word of this nonsense is err.  Since it

is known in advance and even policy to commit an error, then it is not actually an error, being deliberate.  Being deliberate, it is not a

mistake.  It is doing something wrong and known to be wrong on purpose.  The variety of this cowardly philosophy most heard

regarding this plandemic is: "an abundance of caution."

When pointed out, the deliberate wrong doing is defended with absurdities such as: "I believe in science" (science is not a religion,

question science) "listen to the science" (science doesn't speak -- people do), "the studies say" studies don't speak as they are just

a collection of data that is interpreted by people with agendas particularly when big money is involved. There is a lot of corruption

in our billion dollar businesses and regulating agencies aside from a Luciferian global governance agenda of eugenicists.

Feeding into the mass hysteria insanity is the endless repetition of lies with the subsequent demands for action by those in fear, so

they do things shielded by the insanely accepted "err on the side of caution" and the "abundance of caution" variation. From there

we get extrapolation like such foolishness as one mask is good, so more are better.

Then after creation of illusions of imaginary extrapolations we have abandonment of realities that greatly effect everyone like

economic principles that harms our EXCEPTIONAL Nation far beyond the capabilities of any enemy. Compounding those problems,

we now have insanity in government that wants to help us by taxing us into prosperity. If Twilight Zone made this into a movie just

a few years back, it would be dismissed as not credible and could never happen yet it is like the sane people woke up in an episode

of Twilight Zone.
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BigTetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darzoum. The planes were a distraction. The towers disintegrated.  Two aspects. To measure the level of cognitive dissonance

and a clear warning to countries that did not comply. The continuation of the distraction implies politics.
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DonPaul77
Joined On 2/4/2021 11:43:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks very much, Dr. Mercola. This batch of posts is among your most outstanding (that says a lot) and the interview with Catherine is a

wide-ranging contribution to understanding.

Please keep on expanding your work. Please also enable audiences to archive your posts. We're with you!

My thoughts from the interview:

Central Banks rule every Nation of the West and all but three Nations outside the West. Catherine is on IT in terms of the global,

neo-feudal, techno-fascist State (one Corporate State, modeled on Mussolini's) that's intended by the World Economic Forum's inner

circle through COVID pretexts. For more history and suggestions toward effective rebellion and alternatives, please see pages from

20002's

book Facing Our Fascist State and 2005's To Prevent the Next 9/11 at Ur1Light.com. That is, pages 92-96 and pages 195-213 in The

World Is Turning at www.ur1light.com/the-world-is-turning . They concern Dnanciers' manipulation of narcotics' proDts (thanks again to

Catherine for explicating the 'Power of Pop' through Afghan opium) and Dnanciers' 200+ years of proDts and power from compelling and

exploiting civil and international Wars.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I prefer the UNCLE analogy over Bond..James Bond.

Enjoy....

worldyturnings.blog/.../where-is-napoleon-solo
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Hlorenczak
Joined On 5/14/2021 1:09:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just want to know what alternative Dnancial, health,  food system, travel, options there are.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep.  Very good article, thanks!  Vanguard, State Street, Black Rock, Goldman... darlings of 'The Bank' which has illegitimate Article 1

Section 8 powers = we're really up against it!  Now add trillions in Trump/Biden stumuli + billions in proDts from the 'savior vax' LOL.  They

have their operatives in control of the US, UK, France, Germany and many more Executive Branches, all msmedia, tech, major industries,

intelligence...  *But* they do not have truth, love, or benevolence on their side.  It will get ugly, it could get very, very ugly, but it is glaringly

self-evident *they will never win*.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But I don't understand... if all of this is about a Dnancial takeover... why do the shots cause harm?  They don't need to harm anyone if what

they want is control of our Dnances and lives, in fact, if no one was getting hurt taking the shot, then almost everyone would take it

willingly.  The fact the shots cause harm makes us think it has the intended event of killing the weak...
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eugenics is a fun side job for a lot of these freaks.  That and further dependence on the medical system.  Most people who are vax

injured are clueless enough to go back to the poison dispensary for more 'treatment'.  The European Medical Agency studied the

Moderna and/or PDzer shots for Emergency Authorization and found around half the samples didn't have mRNA intact as

advertised.  They said, "eh, it's probably not harmful" and approved it.  Many people suspect a substantial percentage of the shots

are placebos (they don't want too many dropping too quickly).  Bottom line, these are incredibly harmful and up to 100% fatal, it's

just not known yet.
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jintampa1
Joined On 8/23/2015 2:40:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you dear Dr  Mercola  for your  tireless work to make our lives better!
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Jmerchandise
Joined On 8/14/2008 10:14:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RE: Atlas Shrugged  ****   Spend your time on the movies  ,   I  , II , and III . ALL are a 10 for script (with avg acting) but they are all

independently wonderful . Way better than the book I believe .
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Jmerchandise
Joined On 8/14/2008 10:14:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

****THE DEBT**** Look everyone, you cannot just scream 'ooh they are printing soo much debt the Dnancial system has to collapse'!

THERE IS NO BASIS numerically for this panic statement that I have been hearing since the year 2000!! If you properly asses the Dn

system, take the US GOVT & list : ASSETS =  LIABILITIES + EQUITY  .  Assets are Land , Buildings, Military Hardware, Intellectual Propery,

...... LIabilities are Govt Debt , etc .......Equity is what is left .     Assets are MUCH larger than Debt for USA , Inc.  So get over it. That said

the Gov is printing too much currency and the value is going down fast . And currency is worth only what people will accept it to be worth

- it is a conDdence thing . That is a deDnite exposure.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any one else out there notice this co-incidence? As Cov19 rounded the 2020 4th turn and is in full stride to the Dnish line (EAU) with all

three big Pharma nose to nose to tie in the grand prize of a gazillion dollar proDt jackpot paid in full year after year by the federal

government of the United States with unencumbered immunity of liability from death or injury from not legit, legal, nor tested drugs to any

extent via the usual suspects for guidance in health matters. (WHO/NIH/FDA/etc)

SO...They pulled the pin...no wait...they popped the balloon on the nation of Afghanistan. Where for decades CIA controlled covertly the

harvest in millions, the shipments of the MagniDcent and hardy Poppy Fields for street vendors of opium/heroine illicit cash trades.  So

looks to me like the US is longer in the biz of smack for junkies around the world. And if the plan is to ditch the almighty USD to the

dustbin of history, then Poppy Fields become Poopy Delds of no cash Row, as no one wants the USD any longer. NOW the Giant Pharma

investors only need sit at screens and watch the new portfolios explode in digital value. No more dirty wars no killing Delds and bombs.

Just thousands of new Pharma drugs unleashed and mandated on a sick global population as the only saving remedy of mankind.   Cash

is now Trash as the great experiment ever known vanishes.

The good news(?) is that China wants it. It has those futuristic minerals in the ground to build new toys.  Opportunity is a war torn

dilapidated hungry population with nothing to lose.  But if history repeats, those poppies will Dnd the paths once again back to the ancient

opium dens. Where old men went to die by the millions from an addiction the British tricked the masses with. There are hundred's of tales

written about how well that turned out.  China's opium wars. But hey...what do I know...life is an illusion. So this must be as well?
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NateinIowa
Joined On 11/21/2015 2:51:02 AM
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I was a subscriber at Solari for a year. I had mixed feelings about the value of the content for the $300 subscription cost (I had the

print+digital) considering all that's out there for free these days. Overall though it was a great community of people who put in real

research, share their Dndings, and the quarterlies are amazing. On the issue of Bitcoin, both Catherine and Joseph Farrell have been

challenged on this, but I've never once heard a well thought out response as to why they're so adamantly opposed. I get the feeling by

their responses that they've really not taken the time to look into it, but feel they have to have some sort of response for subscribers who

are asking. Intimating that "they" will have the resources to physically coerce millions of Bitcoin holders is a stretch to say the least, and

just not an intellectually satisfying answer. I just expected more from her on that given her Dnancial background. Hopefully she'll look

more into it in the future.
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How do those trying to manage this (the perpetrators), as she says, avoiding their own poisons - toxic food and air, 5G, etc.? This is a

question I keep coming back to.
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Good Morning America, my name is Mr. Global. I am reaching out all across the nation to bring to you some extremely exciting news

about an allied association coming to your communities future reality. All I can say at this time is that you and I are going to be very

intimately joined with the ever Row of daily tasks, information, and most importantly ....your health and Dnancial well being. We look

forward to you counting on us for all your continued needs, and trust that we are to be the faithful servant of the citizens of America.  I am

so excited for our planned great adventures. Prepare to meet the challenge of the "NEW FRONTIER"!  The pursuit of happiness awaits us!

 (NWO) Very soon together as one, Mr. Global

Ps. No need to establish a source of contact with us. We already know everything about you to date. Ps.JB was a useful puppet. Never

take seriously an old man with Dementia.  Promise that won't happen again. We are taking leaps to modernizing humanity with great

strides.    (unbelievably frightening to fathom is it not?)  R
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CourageousLion
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There is a reason that "they" don't listen to the people anymore. There is a reason they ignore the provisions of the 2nd amendment.  The

reason is that the lynch pins to the Constitution were removed in 1903 & 1913. In 1903 the blatantly UNconstitional *** Act, which was a

blatant act of TREASON, eviscerated states rights with the ending of STATE militias. Those Drst 13 words of the 2nd Amendment are

perhaps the most IMPORTANT 13 words in the whole Constitution. A well regulated MILITIA being NECESSARY for the SECURITY of a

FREE State. It is the ONLY place the word NECESSARY is used in the Constitution.  And once that happened it became easier to do what

they did in 1913. Which was the taking of the monetary system from the hands of We The People. Once the control of the monetary

system was taken from the hands of the people and those in control could create all they wanted out of thin air with the collusion of the

Federal Reserve, none of what we think matters anymore. None of what we do matters anymore. ESPECIALLY since we don't have the

MILITIAS to enforce the Constitution.

They have effectively enslaved the world to their Dat money systems based on nothing that they create out of thin air and are able to use

to do whatever they want. We have no say in what they do. They control us because they have stolen the lynch pin to the system that was

designed by our founding fathers to work. No, it was not perfect, as mankind is not perfect, but it gave us a very limited government that

was taken away from us when the lynch pin was stolen in 1913. You see, Article 1 Section 10 and Article 1 Section 8 and the Drst 13

words of the 2nd Amendment ARE what hold the whole governmental apparatus together. Without it, we are nothing but serfs on a

plantation that they control with their Dat unlawful, unGodly, theft system of paper money backed by nothing, created out of thin air with

no recourse. The rest of the story won't post! Too many words...message me
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Courageous, we don't need a militia as long as our right to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed. Second Amendment. In the

2008 case District of Columbia v. Heller, the Supreme Court held that the "Second Amendment protects an individual right to

possess a Drearm unconnected with service in a militia, and to use that arm for traditionally lawful purposes, such as self-defense

within the home." 2nd Amendment. A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to

keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed.
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CourageousLion
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@otis 101... so one person as an individual can do the same as a militia of who knows how many members? That would work out

well. Do you know one of the powers that the militia had? It had the power to convene grand juries and indict politicians who

violated their oath of olce. Exactly how would that take place today when those in the government refuse to indict their own for

violations like that? Now if someone in the government is doing something the deep state doesn't like, they simply ignore the

constitution and ignore common sense and do the kind of bs they were doing to Donald Trump including stealing a complete

election with impunity.  So how exactly is the 2nd amendment "working" without those Drst 13 words in force and effect? Oh, it

ISN'T. Tell me why there are over 20,000 gun laws on the books if it is working.
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Hi Dr. Joe, another great interview!  Did you see this link, below, yet?   I almost missed this and it's the bombshell we have needed, so I'm

sending it in case you haven't yet.  Everyone should read at least the conclusions in the last section, about 4 paragraphs. I think it's what

might help bring people out of their delusion that things are as they need to be.  It's horrifying, but of course we knew this all along,
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might help bring people out of their delusion that things are as they need to be.  It's horrifying, but of course we knew this all along,

 Oddly, it's a re-published Sept 30 by NIH -- Harvard et al study that says we have to re-evaluate the shots which are not working and

which are causing big problems, dah!  Of course Biden and the media have ignored it as usual.

This is the best opposition piece I've seen in the top (biased) medical literature, and I'm surprised NIH published it given their support for

Pharma, but of course they only did so as a reprint, maybe to cover their arses, after Harvard submitted it to the European Journal of

Epidemiology. It makes it pretty irrefutable for those who support shots, mandates, lockdowns, etc.  Everyone needs to see this. Every

lawyer needs to see this --  Proof of utter failure which is highly likely utter malfeasance: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8481107
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otis101
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It's not about health.  The shots are about depopulation.  I would speculate that NIH as well as Harvard are aware of this.
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Has someone saved or is there another platform where this interview can be watched. I would do it but I'm not very tech savvy. I'm

assuming the interview disappears in 48 hours along w/the article?
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im4itnow
Joined On 1/22/2016 8:53:58 AM
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Supreme Court allows Maine's vaccine mandate to stay. Tells me that the Central Banks are in total control. Will get a better idea after

Tuesday's election.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK, I'm telling your the central banks are IN TOTAL CONTROL! Read my post above and message me for the complete post.
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bewarebigpharma
Joined On 1/18/2018 8:41:29 PM
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“ they can & will shut off your money. Then there’s spacial control - if they say you can’t travel more than Dve miles, then that’s it,

controlled by central banks through the money. It’s digitising everything incl the human body & human mind. This system comes with

complete control of not only your ability to transact Dnancially, which is hooked up to body but very sophisticated mind control tech

through the media & ‘cloud’ connections - basically hooking up into the ‘borg’, so technocracy & transhumanism go hand in hand- a

slavery system- shifting out of freedom- freedom to roam; freedom to speak out- to complete control 24/7 incl mind control. The

challenge now is, if the committee that runs the world wants to go to a slavery system, if WE want to remain a human civilisation then we

have a fundamental disagreement .. and that is before us.”

Catherine sheds light on the Dnancial coup de ta in America. In the end of 1995 the decision was made to move much of the assets &

money out of the country, which was part of doubling the global economy of globalisation-funds were stolen from pension funds & from

govt. Rather than tell the truth to the people, about the change to consolidate & change the fundamental system - they needed an excuse

for collapsing economies via lockdowns under the guise of an invisible enemy - a virus,  “thanks to the virus, there’s no money in the

treasury , thanks to the virus there’s no money in the social security.”
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CourageousLion
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There hasn't been "money" for over 50 years. PLAN ON BARTERING! "The Federal Government, with the cooperation of the Federal

Reserve, has the inherent power to create money--almost any amount of it."  ~ The National Debt, Federal Reserve Bank of

Philadelphia, p. 8 ALMOST? Why only ALMOST? What keeps them from printing ALL they want? You? Me? Your dog? A full moon?

"Whenever the legislators endeavor to take away and destroy the property of the people, or to reduce them to slavery under

arbitrary power, they put themselves into a state of war with the people, who are thereupon absolved from any further obedience."

~ John Locke (1690)

If the money you earn has no value and you are forced through Dat paper legislation to take it for your labor, are you not having

your property (labor) destroyed and are you not being reduced to nothing but slavery? Is not the state at war with the people?

Federal Reserve Notes are not federal, represent no monetary reserves and no longer conform to the deDnition of notes. Failing to

state who, will pay what, when or to whom - they ceased to be legal tender notes, (offers of money) over 50 years ago. They are in

fact instruments of legalized THEFT.
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lakabarra
Joined On 4/13/2019 8:24:27 PM
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Incredibly powerful article! My only critique is that her work is very US-centric. I want a Catherine for every country!
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DonPaul77
Joined On 2/4/2021 11:43:45 AM
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Central Banks rule every Nation of the West and all but three Nations outside the West. Catherine is on IT in terms of the global,

neo-feudal, techno-fascist State (one Corporate State, modeled on Mussolini's) that's intended by the World Economic Forum's

inner circle through COVID pretexts. For more history and suggestions toward effective rebellion and alternatives, please see

pages from 20002's

book Facing Our Fascist State and 2005's To Prevent the Next 9/11 at Ur1Light.com. That is, pages 92-96 and pages 195-213 in

The World Is Turning at www.ur1light.com/the-world-is-turning . They concern Dnanciers' manipulation of narcotics' proDts (thanks

again to Catherine for explicating the 'Power of Pop' through Afghan opium) and Dnanciers' 200+ years of proDts and power from

compelling and exploiting civil and international Wars.
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I agree with Catherine who’s bringing to light that “Covid is the institution of necessary controls to convert the planet from democratic

process to technocracy. It’s not a virus but  a coup de tat!  The Dve pillars enabling this are: Telecommunications/tech companies: 5g,

buildings ‘clouds’ & communications. Military: placing of satellites, - Operation warp speed [ guy in charge is an expert on BMI !...an

Important development in 2019 was the issuance by the Dept of Def of the JEDI cloud-contract to Microsoft.

Big Pharma: vacc’s/ injections wth mystery ingredients.. (modifying/changing our DNA??  * Gates is trying to download an operating

system in our body- injectable brain-machine interface 

😳

) Media: pouring the propaganda out 24/7.. ‘the fear’ Central banksters:

engineering their centrally controlled digital currency into the crypto sphere. All conversations between pillars are kept apart, to continue

the secrecy, so we’re not aware of what is taking place = the institution of a NEW control system. A control system integrating body and

mind 24/7. Transparency would blow it apart! It’s digitising everything incl the human body & human mind. The technocracy that’s being

pushed forward is transhumanism.  

Essentially, you use injections to inject materials in to the body that create the equivalent of an operating system in the receiver that

enables you to literally hook everybody up to the cloud, that includes hooking them up in a way that our Dnancial transaction system can

be digitally identiDed, traced & tracked, a world of zero privacy. The point is with this, the more central controlled cryptos there are the

higher the real risk of being centrally shut down Dnancially if >>they<< don’t like your behaviour.  The social credit system in China is

similar. Install the smart grid into cars & your communities & then inject nano tech into the human body, you’ve got a situation whereby

they’ve got 24hr surveillance over your body, your lifestyle.”
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To all of the people who are feeling powerless and fearful I would like to share with them what the Delilah Lama said and I quote: "If you

think you are too small to make a difference,.... try sleeping with a mosquito in the room." History show us that one committed person can

stand up against enormous systems. Mahatma Gandhi and Nelson Mandela are only two examples.

Charlie Chaplin said:  "You need power only when you want to do something harmful. Otherwise love is enough to get everything done"

 Mr. Global and all that it represents, use lies, treat, coersion, and intimidation to distroy and control humanity.  It is obvious to everyone

you can see that they want to control us and to enslave us. I hope that people will wake up and see how Liberty and freedom have been

eroded especially over the past 50 years and stop feeling Hopeless and Powerless because humanity itself is now on the line.
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Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM
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I'm less than15 minutes into the interview yet feel compelled to highlight Catherine Austin Fitt's statement: "It's the Drst time we've ever

had legislation by press conference.  -  This fact alone should raise red Rags for every adult!!
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hvhy.org
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Dear Dr Mercola. Or shall I say ciao due to your Italian ancestry ? You were very close to the truth when you asked Chatherine if we are in

a war between good and evil. We are in fact and have always. Between God = YHVH and  Satan, the devil and his kids the Kenites = sons

of Cain. They rule this earth age with the four hidden dynasties by God's permission. God is using them as a testing tool to sift out the evil

souls so we don't have to deal with them and their dad Satan in paradise but God may justly blot them all out at the Judgement Day. The

hidden dynasties are: Religion, the economy, the educational system and politics. Read my books and you will get to the absolute bottom

line of all truth. It or better He = Jesus Christ = God = YHVH is in or better Is the Books of the Bible God's Letter to us about how

everything is and will be. Jesus said I have foretold you all things.  So if you so decide just Google Are You Lied To About The Bible and

there you have it. Good reading from Leif
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First of all I am grateful to the Supermen and Superwomen that are putting their life on the line to guard our freedom.  The Corona

investigative committee in Germany is an excellent summary of what we have been going through. There has never been a pandemic and

it was never about Health.  It is slavory and genocide that Mr. Global is planning for us and we must defeat him. Mr. Global is counting on

our fear and obedience to maintain it's power over us. But we are not powerless and we will make sure that Mr. Global and all the people

and the corporations that it represents will pay back everything that they stole from us and they will be brought to Justice.    

www.roxytube.com/watch/summary-of-Dndings-of-the-corona-investigative..
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM
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How to promote a "vaccine":  www.sovren.media/video/yale-study-to-manipulate-americans-into-taking-..
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ten years ago, after a head injury, I felt compelled to invest in long term food storage and I also created a residency outside of the US to

go to if it became unbearable here.   Looking back I have thought "well I wasn't completely in my right mind at the time".  Now it doesn't

seem like such a bad idea.
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Joined On 7/18/2020 10:51:48 AM
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If you believe any of the numbers associated with the jab in addition to your personal observations at the local level wherever you reside,

you will realize that the majority of the shepple have already taken at least one jab. What remain are those individuals that have stood the

line up to now but in the immediate future those remaining will eventually succumb to the pressures of the technocrats leaving a very

small minority unjabbed. Just look at what has transpired over the past 11 months when the jab was Drst released and the answer will be

apparent.
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goferal
Joined On 1/16/2018 10:18:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think employers (listening to beginning of video) are busy enuf only to listen to MSM, AKA the Main Scream Media. I think they're just

following the narrative so to fall in line with what is way over their heads.  The capital They are so far, always, over our heads....either way

the gov reps need to be roped in to represent the people, as they suppose they do.  Time has come, it's way overdue.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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I fear a world without cash in my pocket.  The govt does not need to know every nickel I spend.  They do not need to preemptively

withdraw the sum of my tax debt from my bank account.  They do not need to judge me for my purchases.  They have no moral right to

issue me "social credits" or limit my freedom of movement.  I should not need to prove I am healthy--they should need to prove I must be

quarantined because I am diseased--and do so reliably without putting me at risk.

During my recovery from serious cancer, doctors often tried to worry me and convince me to subject myself to many unnecessary

treatments... then, one day, I had an appointment with a different kind of doctor.  She asked whether my test results kept improving and

whether I was feeling better.  Then, she asked/suggested that if I was improving and feeling better, I should not worry that I was getting

worse and needing more invasive therapies.

Private property ownership, inc. cash in your pocket, is part of the foundation of freedom.  how much control do you have over your life if

you do not control your own cash, ability to buy/sell , and maintain yourself?  Owning land also provides opportunity.  If you own nothing,

all choices are made for you--where you live, what is available to eat and how you will cook it, what you can wear, what books you read,

what tools and resources you own to be productive, etc.  Without private ownership, you cannot travel by private transportation.

 Churches are no longer owned by congregations, nor private media.  You do not even own your pet dog.
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Guillermou
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Yes, Almond, it gives a lot of security to own a home with a garden where you can grow your own products. Vandana Shiva has

always spoken the world demanding "Freedom of the Seeds." Shiva has denounced against the "Monsanto dictatorship", and

incites citizens: "The most revolutionary thing in these times is a garden." Through the Navdanya organization, Shiva promotes the

creation of seed banks as acts of resistance against “ecological and biological destruction. The seed is the source of life. Every

time we talk about creating something new, we talk about seeds. And freedom is the most essential. The seed must be free to

reproduce itself and multiply. We are talking about a common good, such as water or air.

At the extreme end of the Dght against freedoms we have the Biden administration insisting that all is well in America despite clear

evidence of shortages. People visiting grocery stores see empty shelves, although some supermarkets are devising ways to hide

the problem. As many supermarkets Dnd that their stocks are slowly running out, some are trying to hide the shortage in more than

one way.

Ashe Short, Senior Editor at Daily Wire, posted an image of a shelf with evenly distributed products in a single Dle. She wrote, "Our

[grocery] Safeway appears to be trying to hide supply shortages by using unique product lines to Dll shelves." Rather than actually

solving the problem, Biden management pointed a Dnger at the "hoarders".

www.zerohedge.com/markets/retailers-lining-store-shelves-single-produc..

 www.zerohedge.com/markets/jen-psaki-tries-explain-empty-store-shelves-..
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Guillermo and all... More than just the "virus" is spreading. twitter.com/.../1454146161216983040  I am counting my blessings.

 We have meat from a successful hunt and had a bountiful harvest. Soon, I will have more indoor work as i Dnish canning and

bottle wine.  Looking forward to cozy days and a long winter's nap. A time to rest up and turn my attention to other matters. I am

reducing my shopping to an absolute minimum out of frustration. I Dgure that, if we do not have it stored by now, we can just do

without or order online.  I will still shop for a few spices this week and an occasional fresh item. I doubt our sweet potatoes will

last until Thanksgiving. But, such things are hardly necessities.

Guillermo, a reminder for you, too. I need to Dnd time to start my annual recipe of 'Pan de Higos' so it hardens and is ready by

Christmas. We like to serve slices of Pan de Higos with thin slices of Manchego cheese or small wedges with a dollop of whipped

cream--and a glass of full-bodied red wine. The  Manchego may be an extravagance or not avail, but you do not need much.  

Here is my recipe. Mince dried Dgs. Stiffen with ground raw almond Rour. Add to taste--honey (and stevia?) and vanilla. Should be

just sticky enough to hold together. Mini chips or chopped chocolate optional. I line a 6" springform pan with plastic wrap and Dll

Drmly with mixture. Wrap securely and set on a cutting board in a very cool place (cellar, garage, etc.) where safe from critters and

children. Cut with hot knife.

I do not make a lot of sweets at Christmas time, but this is one of our favorite traditional recipes. We may only have a decadent

dessert for Christmas dinner. It is challenging being a wheat- and gluten-free household. We do not much miss it, though.

Presently, we are still eating from a crock of cinnamon apples and I have apple boxes stacked on the porch, too, for eating fresh.

One box of cold storage pears, to also eat fresh, will have to do.
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Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM
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Great great article!   Please also read: “COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We Are The Prey” By Peter Breggin, MD, and his wife, Ginger

Breggin This book conDrms all in the above article, and brings much of Dr. M’s reported information altogether in one place. Kudos

continue to you Dr. M and your staff. In the meantime, our family is joining together with other like-minded people to open our home and

present well documented facts on a regular basis—an action plan to awaken others.  We are intentional to make this a regularly

scheduled event in our home.  We are intentional to welcome strangers in our midst.   We are in the planning stage. Personally my eyes

have completely been opened in the last two years to things I never knew existed in our world.  It’s time that many more see the same

truths.
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This entire “PLANdemic” has given me a spiritual awakening, and for that I am grateful, and I’m sure I’m not alone. The irony of them

creating this disunity, these divisions to pit us against one another and thereby weaken us, is that good vs evil becomes clear as day for

anyone with their eyes open. Hold the line, dissent, form new groups with values and ethics you can trust. Support local churches to

stand up to the “powers that be” - they are starting to do this more vocally. We need to build  up our community of likeminded people for

the resistance to come.
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Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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This one is for Catherine Austin Fitts: While working with traders down there, I witnessed traders shifting losses to a Hedge Fund they

also managed. Of course the FTC had no interest in it. Every month or so 1 would Ry to Switzerland with a suitcase full of tax free green

backs to deposit over there. Double Standard ??
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Need more Dnancial content like this. She is correct about the risk of cryptocurrencies and it's not a Dx
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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https://alkricher.com/blog-2/   recommend read (the WEF tells us why it is evil to core)

web.archive.org/web/20161125135500/https:/www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/..
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Good morning: As an avid reader of Dr. Mercola's articles, I am send one back that you may not have seen yet. It follows the growing trend

against "mandates" to be a subservient follower of all the scam pandemic rhetoric we are being bombarded with. I hope you get the

chance to read it.  mounties4freedom.ca/?fbclid=IwAR3033yIwBvy09rTYYJtntrUKd84pimLqUWeoCsH..  I hope this site is still active

when you receive this comment. Keep up the refreshing truth in publishing, which will help us get through this PLANDEMIC!
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Go Mounties 4 Freedom!
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In the end, it's simple - we are talking of threat of murder and destruction (no man can buy or sell, except that. . . .) by public AND private

agents.   When agents of the people use their positions to put citizens in peril by way of cutting off their ability to feed, clothe and shelter

themselves, they are nothing less than rogue agents.  Rogue and agents apathetic to them are the reason every one of the Dfty-one

constitutions contain protections We The People (the actual principals of the thousands of governments across our land) have the right

to exercise, to protect ourselves from our corrupt agents. Remember, no constitution grants us a single right. Rather, each merely cites

civil liberties that existed prior to the forming of all those thousands of governments. They work to bind down government agents who

would trample those rights.

Of paramount importance is, those constitutions and relative documents make clear our rights are far from limited to those cited in any

constitution. To these ends, the Dfty-one constitutions are the supreme law of the land, as stated by the higher courts time and time

again. NOTE:  As stated, above, civil liberties are antecedent to all our laws. Civil rights, on the other hand, are formed out of laws and can

be taken as easily, except when they restate a civil liberty.
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I tried to download her book only to Dnd that many of the sites had hidden malware.  I did Dnd a copy here:

daily-pdf.top/?id=dillon+read+and+the+aristocracy+of+stock+proDts
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"If we're going to get out of this, one, we need to just say no and refuse to go into the box." I doubt taht will sulce. We said no to their

"vaccines", but our neighbours rushed and begged for the jabs. If not all the scheme would have died in its tracks.
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mar938444
Joined On 7/20/2015 8:54:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Loved the Galt’s Gulch analogy!  Recently watched all three movies, too.  This video is encouraging me  to see that way more clearly now.

Thank you!
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ghdnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

50 years … another memory comes to mind. Just after my discharge, one evening a representative was walking towards the WH and was

asked a question by a reporter. He started laughing about control and membership in “The Fat Cat Society” that met in a secure room

located in the WH. So now you know what they were called back then, not sure about now. So he let the FAT CAT out of the bag. Patrick

Henry!
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How can I attach a link to a document in word\/
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with copy and paste!
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michael2020
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IMAGINE THAT BIDEN (AND OTHERS) ARE FACED WITH THE CHOICE FROM CENTRAL BANK...(1) MANAGE THE U.S. IN TOTAL

FINANCIAL FAILURE WHILE WE PULL THE RUG OR (2) PUSH THE VACCINE TO EVERY CITIZEN AND DO WHATEVER IT TAKES TO

COMPLETE THAT AND WE'LL HOLD UP THE U.S. A LITTLE BIT LONGER (KICK THE CAN DOWN THE ROAD) WOULD HIS BEHAVIOR MAKE

SENSE?
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, some heavy ultimatum indeed must have been used. They have played right into the globalists hands and given them a

population of slaves-in-waiting.
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IT MAY BE TRUE THAT WE DON'T KNOW EXACTLY WHAT'S IN THE VACCINE, BUT DR. ROBERT O. YOUNG HAS DONE SOME VERY USEFUL

WORK ON THE IDENTIFICATION OF WHAT'S IN THE GENETIC TREATMENT (OR "JAB") GRAPHENE OXID SEEMS TO BE AN INGREDIENT

AND THE PROPERTIES OF THAT SUGGEST A BIGGER MOTIVE.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Michael, Dr. Robert Young research is more than a boatload of information. I will quote just one. "This current research study via

direct analysis on the aforementioned so-called “vaccines” by means of nano particulate technological instrumentation reveals

disturbing and life-altering information concerning the truth about the actual toxic acidic contents and their effects of these

so-called "vaccines"." My take is four fold.  1.  So-called vaccines are an instant kill for some.  2.  So-called vaccines are a slow

death for some.  3.  So-called vaccines are infertility for some.  4.  So-called vaccines are artiDcial control for some via 5G etc.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Austin Fitts believes it’s the private owners of the central banks of the world." And these are almost certainly, almost entirely Jews. Even

the non-Jew bankers are probably suckers because Jews have a very strong in-group bias. And those who might oppose the Jews are

probably disarmed by the Holohoax propaganda.  There is much more damning information. The Protocols of the Elders of Zion isn't the

whole story. It is only a  manifestation of the demonic hatred and irrational fear of the rabbis. The real issues are Satan, the Talmud,

Antipope Francis, and liberalism (http://liberalismisasin.com/  ). An apparently good and obscure book is "Waters Flowing Eastward."

However, Catherine Austin Fitts doesn't know or isn't sharing the biggest fraud of them all. It has to do with our "money." It would be

impossible for bankers to have the "control" that they did if people knew the truth about economics. I recall learning the rudiments - of

course mixed with error - in high school, but what most people "know" about economics is highly mistaken. Such is the effect of false

"teachers," and government schools which are almost certainly unjust by nature. I will say that apparently there was a Jew who knew the

truth and was willing to spread it. His name is Murray Rothbard. For those, who want to look into this you will Dnd truth in his works.
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stop alrready with the antisemitism and most likely this is from one of the invidious detractors of Dr Merocola who is spewing

barely coherent ugly and truthless bigotry instead of reasoned and respectful comments
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LillyTilly
Joined On 4/21/2014 5:05:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

.......  brainwashed mainstream rhetorical slogans, and catch phrases.  Well the Truth is; Truth is Truth,  and when you make-up

laws against the Truth,  and brainwash the simple minds of the masses ... they will get nowhere, only chasing their own tails

around in circles... so easily ensnared.    And THAT is the whole point The sad sick irony here is unfortunately lost on most people

... banning the truth is the same as banning the truth.  >>> aminahyaquin Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM stop alrready with the

antisemitism and most likely this is from one of the invidious detractors of Dr Merocola who is spewing barely coherent ugly and

truthless bigotry instead of reasoned and respectful comments <<<
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

aminahyaquin, I don't mind disagreeing with Dr. Mercola - or anyone else - if I don't believe that they are correct. Your reason-less

ad hominem attack shouldn't be effective. I know of that which I speak. I am somewhat surprised that I haven't been poisoned yet.

However, I have been stalked, probably harassed, and once my power went out just before I could post a comment here. Allegedly,

that was an accident, but I am very skeptical.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jewish or not, how is this helpful? What is your goal in making that point?
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

weehen, If you are going to hold someone responsible you have to know where to look Drst. The guilty Jews - and non-Jews -

ought to be jailed, sued, and/or - at least - loose their positions. It would be possible to restrict BY LAW the professions of people

based on their FALSE religion. A person who needs one has a right to a job, but not to any particular profession, position, or

excessive salary. In fact, I think that it would be good if employment circumstances were integrated into the justice system. Those

in positions of power who act immoral ought to be forced to change jobs. The entire banking and monetary systems now are

criminal and immoral, but it doesn't have to stay that way.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

skweiler, I really don't care if the perpetrators are Jewish or not. Certainly just as many ordinary people seem to be suffering from

this madness in Israel too.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bee70578, Would you allow a known traitor to be a part of a county's secret war councils? Those who are reasonably believed to be

likely to commit immoral acts shouldn't be trusted with positions where they can do damage. Maybe you don't care, but others do.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Skweiler-You are probably one of those Low IQanon goofs so easily duped by false narratives. Like the pinhead above spreading

the adrenochrome and the monarchy as perpetrators. So you spew anti Semitic garbage about God’s people. You better repent

because Gen 12:3 promises to curse those who curse His Chosen people.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dca1277, Apparently, you are a duped Protestant who follows your own fancies and calls them the Holy Spirit.  And you have also

probably been duped by Zionist propaganda. The Jews got to Protestants early on with the erroneous SchoDeld Bible. One would

think that Protestants would be more discerning given that Martin Luther wrote "On the Jews and their Lies." Perhaps this is why a

person is a Protestant or at least remains so. They blindly follow themselves because of a vain, presumptuous trust in themselves.

And you are almost certainly in ignorance that Jews nowadays ARE NOT members of the religion of Moses. Their evil "religion" is

derived from the "traditions of the elders" that "nullify the word of God." They are the spiritual descendant of the Pharisees who had

Jesus Christ - the Son of God - murdered. The Israelites were chosen by God to be the people which would give birth to Jesus

Christ. According to authoritative information (i.e. a catechism), that is the extent of their "chosenness."
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Clubmonkeydlab2
Joined On 7/21/2021 6:11:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This sounds a lot like Revelation 13:16 – 18 [King James Bible], "And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to

receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the

beast, or the number of his name. Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of

a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six [666]." The Whole Bible is true. God really does exist. Satan [Lucifer] really does

exist. Hell is real and Heaven is real. Sin is real and leads to eternal punishment in the Dres of hell.

Do you want to get SAVED so that, 1 - you can receive the complete forgiveness of all your sins [past, present & future] & be covered by

God’s righteousness to be allowed into Heaven, and not go to Hell and the Lake of Fire and, 2 - be raptured [caught up / removed / taken]

out of this fallen wicked satanitic driven world into Heaven & escape the coming Bible-prophesied anti-christ satanic NWO Mark of the

Beast system [7 year tribulation period aka Jacob’s Trouble], before God pores out His wrath upon the anti-christ, his satanic NWO

system, his followers and everyone who rejected Jesus Christ?

Then believe and trust with your whole heart that Jesus Christ [the Only Begotten Son of God / God The Son / God in the Resh] really did

come to earth to live a sin-less life and completely pay the full penalty for your total sin-debt so that you could be covered by God’s

righteousness and get eternal life in heaven. 1 CORINTHIANS 15:1-4 [Bible KJV] says He shed His blood died for your sins on your behalf

to pay your sin-debt, was buried and resurrected back to life on the 3rd day to justify you for entry into heaven. In Leviticus 17:11 God

says the life is in the blood. Blood has to be shed to make atonement [forgive] sins. Jesus Christ did that for you.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I click on Read More on the next 2 articles:- "1,000 Private Jets Assemble to Execute The Great Reset", and "Mind to Matter, How

Your Brain Creates Material Reality", I get this page, Catherine Austin's article. It says content will disappear in 45 hrs, but I can't access

the other articles of this newsletter.
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have had that happen. Go to the bottom of this page and click on either "next " or "previous" and you should run into those articles

if they are still running.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It didn't work. Below Catherine Austin's article I clicked on previous and next article multiple times. It just skips the articles I can't

access. I've written to Contact Us on this site. They haven't responded to my previous communications, so probably won't answer.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's usually because it's after the 48 hours that Dr. Mercola has the article posted.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I said in my Drst post, the articles had 45 hrs till that'd disappear. I get the newsletters daily and read them within 24 hrs.
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE QUESTION OF HOW THE "POWERS" COULD TAKE OVER PRIVATE CRYPTO IS AN IMPORTANT ONE. CAN CBDCS FIGURE OUT HOW

TO SHUT DOWN PRIVATE CRYPTO. OR IN OTHER WORDS IS BITCOIN SAFE? THE TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THIS CONVERSATION WAS

NOT ADEQUATE TO ANSWER THIS QUESTION. THE ANSWER SEEMS TO SAY IT CAN BE DISMANTLED ON AN INDIVIDUAL BASIS BY

GOVERNMENT. THIS WOULD ENTAIL ACTION AGAINST MILLIONS OF INDIVIDUALS. THE ARCHITECTURE OF BITCOIN (AND PROBABLY

ETHERIUM) DOES NOT SUPPORT THIS ARGUMENT. THIS NEEDS A BETTER OR MORE TECHNICALLY ACCURATE APPROACH TO HOW

THESE SYSTEMS CAN BE SHUT DOWN - SHUTTING DOWN THE INTERNET WAS MENTIONED BUT BECAUSE THIS SYSTEM HAS

MILLIONS OF NODES AND ALTERNATIVE INTERNET WOULD EASILY PRESENT A SOLUTION.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your caps lock comes across as SHOUTING.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stop shouting please  :-)
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Rti5759
Joined On 1/15/2017 8:54:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola. You should remove theses Dnancial system articles that demonize the alleged owners of Vanguard. I am one of those owners

since I invest my money in Vanguard’s  index mutual funds along with millions of other middle class Americans. Vanguard is one of the

greatest companies in Dnancial history since they allow regular people to invest elciently in funds with extremely low fees. They

accomplish this by using various index funds that are managed passively which saves them on overhead. From what I understand, the

company is owned by the mutual fund investors and basically runs like a nonproDt.The company was founded by John Bogle who is a

legend in the industry for studying and developing index mutual funds with low overhead that beat most of the actively managed funds

put out by the other Wall Street Drms. Vanguard manages trillions of dollars which are all actually owned by their mutual fund investors.
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Jmerchandise
Joined On 8/14/2008 10:14:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL nice poppycock !!!! A guest spends 1/110 of her time criticizing something and remove her , yes !  Oh well lol :)
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MarySaunders
Joined On 11/15/2013 11:15:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The company you speak of, and another one, black rock, own and control a lot of assets. An individual investor has no control. The

difference between the Van and the rock, is that the controllers of the van are hidden. Often, pretend non-proDt status allows this

to a greater degree than for-proDt.
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